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SOCIO-COGNITIVE PROCESSES FOR AN ASSESSMENTSOCIO-COGNITIVE PROCESSES FOR AN ASSESSMENT
FRAMEWORK FOR LEARNING AND TEAFRAMEWORK FOR LEARNING AND TEACHINGCHING

CYNTHIA MCCALLISTERCYNTHIA MCCALLISTER

A democracy is more than a form of government; it is

primarily a mode of associated living, of conjoint

communicated experience.

John Dewey (1916, p. 87)

Abstract

The aim of this report is to identify and describe

salient mental processes that enable the development of

intellect in learners and which, once manifested and

through use, become defining aspects of the intellect. It

is intended that these processes will serve as targets of

a program of assessment for learning and teaching in

service of basic human rights and the ideals of education

suited for the needs and purposes of democratic society.

An aim for educational assessment: Intellective

development and democratic citizenship

The terms assessment, learning and teaching attempt

to put names on dimensions of a dialectical phenomenon



called pedagogy—a defining trait of our species. We

humans are uniquely capable of transmitting our most

important ideas as well as behaviors from one generation

to the next, and through that ability, we have been able to

create cultures. The constructs of learning, teaching and

assessment, enshrined in the traditions of our institutions

and codified into laws and policies of societies, become

fossilized into the social practices that can either

constrain or harness the possibilities for growth and

development of new generations.

This report is an effort to integrate the constructs

of learning, teaching and assessment around a central

purpose, which is to create opportunities for learning

people are to become active, agentic, and responsible

participants within a society committed to pluralism and

democratic values. To that end, it offers a framework for

democratic educational praxis that outlines the mental

processes that support the learner-teacher-assessment

transactions necessary for these opportunities to occur.

Gordon (Chapter 1, this volume) argues that

assessment in the U.S. has historically been constrained

by a narrow focus on the measurement of developed

competencies, resulting in a host of problems that, among

others, compromise equality of educational opportunity

to certain low-status groups of students and hinder the

development of innovations in pedagogical practice. In its

final report, the Gordon Commission on the Future of

Assessment (2013) issued an imperative in developments

of new assessments with a focus on assessment for

learning and teaching, and a new generation of

assessments for learning—assessments that show learners

the promise of who they might become rather than

limiting them to opportunities restricted by test score
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results that only relate information about what they

already know and can do.

The Gordon Commission (2013) suggests a

broadened goal for educational assessment to inform

judgments about the intellective development of learners,

so the warrant upon which judgements are made should

be defined. If the assessments of education tell us only

what students know or can do are no longer by

themselves adequate, and if proleptic assessments are also

required—such as those that catalyze processes that

enable students to engage in intellective processes that

are a function of the futures they envision for

themselves—how shall the constructs of these new

assessments be defined? Here we are faced with several

pivotal questions, the answers to which will chart an

important course for new directions for the field of

education. What are the processes these assessments

should capture if they are to serve a function to support

the learner in a trajectory toward the achievement of the

possible? On what basis should these processes be

identified?

To address these questions, this framework for

processes for a program of assessment for learning and

teaching begins with a basic aim: to support each student

to become a successful participant within a democratic

society. In the present study, designed as a follow-up to

the Gordon Commission work, I propose that education,

and by extension educational assessment, most

fundamentally should support the processes of learning

and teaching necessary to enable learners to carry out the

responsibilities of citizenship within a liberal democratic

society. These processes should form the basis of a

framework for the processes of a program of assessment

for learning and teaching.
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In an effort to identify these processes, it is useful

to begin with an understanding of the responsibilities of

citizenship in a democracy. To that end, I will turn to the

work of Dahl (1989), who qualified an ideal democracy

to be one in which citizens can exercise full rights and

participate by demonstrating certain competencies. I

suggest these intellective competencies contribute to the

processes of a democratic educational praxis that can

form the basis of our effort in education:

• Discerning the merits of alternative points of

view

• The capacity to see multiple perspectives

• The ability to hold opinions

• The ability to make decisions instead of being

told or “fed” information and propaganda

• The ability to have a reasoned sense of partiality

in decision making

• The inclination to question

• The ability to make suggestions

• The ability to engage in logical reasoning

• The capacity to have insight into situations

• The capacity to make and hold judgments

• The capacity to have tolerance

UNESCO (2007) underscores intellective competencies

that support “human resource skills for economic growth,

to capabilities for socio-cultural and political change” and

which include “‘conscientization,’ literacy practices,

lifelong learning, orality, and information and

communication technology literacy.” (p. 159). Citizens
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equipped with intellective capacities to participate in

democratic life can take part in its privileges, including

the free exchange of ideas and information and

opportunities not only for learning and self-

transformation, but for social transformation.

Gordon (2007) suggests that “…intellective

competence essentially reflects the effective

orchestration of affective, cognitive, and situative mental

processes in the service of sense making and problem

solving (p. 6).” A deliberate orchestration of these

competencies, Martinez (2007) argues, are vital for

advancing a democratic conception of social justice and

to advance social equity in the service of values embraced

by a free society (p. xi). In the service of this broad aim,

this report identifies and describes salient mental

processes that enable the development of intellect and

which, once manifested and through use, become

defining aspects of the intellect. It is intended that these

processes might serve as a framework that can be used

to focus the development of a program of assessment for

learning and teaching.

Somewhere, over the rainbow

A rainbow of shifting emotional states across a

person’s lifespan can serve as a metaphor for the

development of the mind across the lifespan. At the foot

of the rainbow, before the child comes to school, her

mental states is initially formed through early

attachment relationships between the infant and her

caregiver. Through early interactions, and opportunities

to become mentally attached, the child and caregiver

share what the psychiatrist Dan Siegel calls

mindscapes—the way the person views reality. When

caregivers have been available to attune to and resonate

to the emotional states of the child, to calm the child
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when she is in discomfort and help her regulate her

emotions in novel and unsettling situations, she will have

begun life securely attached, and the mindscapes shared

about the world will have enabled her to use all

components of her brain and mind with ease as she

begins to engage with others in new situations. Children

who didn’t experience secure attachment in their early

relationships with caregivers have more difficulty

regulating emotions in ways that enable them to integrate

and use the fullness of their minds in new situations.

Because humans are social creatures, “exquisitely

sensitive” to social interactions, attachment relationships

are the way we teach ourselves how we should experience

and interpret the world and manage our emotional

reactions to it (Siegel, 2014).

Our brains are plastic in the sense that they can

constantly change in physical structure by adding new

information. So return to the metaphor of the rainbow

for a moment, and envision the internal states of the

mind and brain processes are represented by the space

below the rainbow. The space above the rainbow

represents situations and contexts of the external world.

A marvelous trait of their development is the capacity

for humans to change their mental states over

ontogenetic time. Said another way, an individual who

didn’t have the benefit of secure attachment relationships

in early childhood has the promise of social interactions

in their future relationships to learn new ways to alter

mental states and to regulate their emotions. Security,

trust, confidence, self-competence, approach, and all

manner of dispositions that propel happiness and success

can be learned through relational interactions with

others. In respect to students’ involvement with school,

teachers are not the sole possibility for attachment
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relationships to occur; relationships with fellow students

are probably more generative in many respects. Improved

states of mental well-being occur through processes of

self-organization of the mind through self-regulation of

the brain in social situations that promote integration of

both.

Beyond the rainbow: Schooling as gateway into

society

The child entering school brings a self identity formed

primarily through experiences gained through

interactions with primary caregivers. In mindscapes co-

created with them, the child inhabits worlds in which

they have learned, to varying degrees, how to interpret

for meaning and regulate their own behavior and

emotions. Formal schooling is the first time for many

when the child ventures out alone into an institution of

broader society. It is a time of possibility—a time to

venture beyond the metaphorical rainbow, if you will, to

engage with others in ways that enable the self to develop

into realms of infinite possibility. But if opportunities to

attune to an resonate to the emotional states of others,

to access their mindscapes in order to expand the mind

in generative ways do not exist for the child at school,

schooling can just as likely be alienating, traumatizing,

or terrifying. In the latter case, education’s most

fundamental raisons d’etre, to unite the individual with

broader society, is prevented.

What are the processes that enable the self to

generatively experience school as the first realm beyond

the rainbow, or the first season of personhood out from

the nest where mindscapes were shared solely with

primary caregivers?

Mental processes, relationships, and their integration

I’m going to structure this report first by explaining
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salient mental processes of intellective development,

then, after turning to an explanation of contextual and

social processes from which the intellect is shaped, I will

underscore the vital importance of the integration of

these processes in learning, teaching and assessment.

Integration of the mind is the linkage of differentiated

components of the mental system (Siegel, 2012). To give

a job talk, for example, one must integrate different parts

of the brain with the social situation to engage the

participants and succeed in the moment. To succeed in

life, this microcosmic moment is multiplied

exponentially, to the extent that the person is able to

integrate the almost infinite number of systems to

function across situations successfully. In order to gain

increasing competence of these systems—from the self-

regulatory processes of the executive functions, to the

social processes of interpersonal relationships—students

need experiences that are integrative and allow them to

draw upon differentiated components of the mind—the

brain and relationships.

The ways that humans are able to engage in higher-

order thinking—that is, the way humans can combine

memories of previous learning experiences and apply

them in novel ways—is viewed by evolutionary

psychologists as an adaptation that has served a function

to enable social collaboration in extended groups so that

challenges could be overcome, putting humans at an

advantage over other primates who were restricted to

lower forms of social collaboration (Dunbar, 1998). The

human brain adapted to manage participation in groups

by its executive functions, or EFs (e.g.,such as selective

attention, inhibitory response, and working memory). All

groups have social norms that help them remain cohesive

and productive, and the reason norms exist is to let
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groups get stuff done. The person taxes or uses EFs when

situations demand attention simultaneously to the rules

that govern a group, to the actions of the group, and to the

surrounding context. Through use, they are developed.

Because EFs are key problem-solving resources, they

are fundamental to academic achievement. Opportunities

for the student to take part in rule-governed, task-

oriented social groups in school supports forms of

higher-order thinking we refer to here as intellective

competence. More critically, from the standpoint of

assessment of one’s developing competencies in

integrating componential mental functions in situative

contexts, these opportunities are the only way it is

possible to capture valid observations. So, goal-oriented

group activities that integrate EFs and other

componential mental abilities are the contexts that

should serve as contexts for assessment. But to draw

appreciation to how EFs play a role in coming into service

of the group, I will defy nature and present them in serial

order so that I can explain how they, with other mental

processes and social-emotional competencies, are salient

aspects of intellective competence.

Free will, intention, and agency. From an

evolutionary standpoint, humans developed their higher-

order thinking abilities in groups of about 150 people

who cooperated to provide food and shelter for the

collective for their mutual survival (Dunbar, 1998;

Tomasello, 2009). The collective intentionality of the

group—to survive—governed and narrowed the choices

and decisions that individuals made. The human child

who steps through the threshold of school in the 21st

Century, is the same animal who lived and traveled with

their small human group in 20,000 BCE, whose choices

and decisions were governed in powerful ways by culture.
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Will, the ability to make choices and decisions; intention,

an aim or self-referential objective; and agency, the

capacity to pull off a plan, are all aspects of development

because they catalyze human action. These elements of

the mind present a starting point for the processes that

underpin intellective competence, because the

experiences surrounding activity are at the core of

development, and will, intention and agency find

expression through activity.

Certainly the intellective competencies related to

citizenship in a democracy—individual competencies

needed by citizens to participate in activities that require

group-level shared intentionality (as opposed to the joint

intentionality of dyadic communication), which are

needed for the advancement of the democratic collective

—such as decision making, formation of opinions,

judgement, and tolerance, stem from activities in which

the learning person has had the opportunity to witness

consequences brought about by activities initiated by the

choices they make. A curriculum shaped to nurture the

basic human right to free will and the cultivation of

intention and agency should form the basis of a

democratic educational praxis, and opportunities to

assess how will, intention and agency develop should be

the target of an assessment program for learning and

teaching.

What processes should help contour our focus of

assessment for learning and teaching that target will,

intention and agency? To address this question, I will

explain these concepts as they relate to learning, teaching

and pedagogy.

The executive functions of human beings, such as

selective attention, working memory, reasoning,

cognitive control and flexibility, and the social
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competencies, such as emotional self-regulation and

affect regulation, self-efficacy, empathy and compassion,

were adapted to promote the individual’s optimal

performance while involved in coordinated social

activity. For example, when the survival of the whole

group boils down to the key moment when the individual

has to successfully manage their own hot cognition in a

high-stakes activity with others, like killing a predator,

these competencies are swiftly and invisibly awakened

into action by the wind of need, when the pragmatic

demands of situations dictate they are needed on the

scene. Just as the mouth waters when it senses food, these

capacities are rallied into use when the psyche senses they

are needed in situations.

These SE/EFs are within the scope of this report; and

while their attributes deserve a more thorough discussion

in relation to human performance, since it is our position

that they are harnessed in the service of their use in

situations, and that the deliberate planning and design of

learning environments in which they are situated through

deployment are consequential to enlisting their use, we

turn our primary attention here in this report to the

social-situative processes that dictate their use through

activity, behavior, and thought. While space prevents the

further treatment and discussion of SE/EFs, their

function and their place within Democratic Educational

Praxis are both issues that are taken up in a fuller

discussion of these topics in an expanded version of this

report (McCallister & Gordon, in progress).

Intention and background abilities. John Searle

(2010) asserts that intentions can be understood by their

conditions of fit, or the extent to which they satisfy one’s

expectations, beliefs, or desires. Intentionality is

sometimes confused or commingled with aims, beliefs
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or desires; but Searle’s emphasis on conditions of fit is

a distinction worth noting. Intentions are like icebergs,

only partially visible above the surface. Most of what we

do and think is inaccessible to our conscious awareness.

As Searle points out, activity can fall on a continuum

between non-intentional to intentional depending upon

the degree to which the action satisfies expectations.

Searle also distinguishes between conscious and

unconscious intentions. We are predisposed to some of

our actions through unconscious states that, while not

immediately accessible to the appreciation of conscious

awareness when they are triggered, are nonetheless

intentional. Searle also points out that intentions fall into

categories of prior intentions and intention-in-action.

Our brain initiates a course of action before we are

aware of it. Thoughts that are related to actions are

triggered in the brain about a split-second before we

become aware of the conscious decision to act (Kandel,

2007). This process is called the readiness potential–an

electrical impulse sparked in the brain just a third of a

second before voluntary movement. The trigger, pulled

from our subconscious mental states, initiates actions

that are either consciously approved or rejected. In other

words, our subconscious disposition toward a particular

action has a lot to do with whether or not we will decide

to pursue the action. For example, writing an academic

paper is the orchestration of hundreds of constituent acts.

Spelling words correctly, organizing the text according

to the conventions of the discipline, or offering sufficient

evidence to support our claims—are usually the focus of

instruction in school, and tap certain pockets of

intentionality. But, people who write well, or write for a

living, approach writing as a facet of living, keeping their

project in the back of the mind, associating the awareness
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with positive anticipation (or at least an ability to regulate

negative emotions), in ways that create positive

momentum. Even though one might be unconsciously

aware, they are able to do things like mention the writing

topic to a friend, who participates in conversation, the

essence of which then is digested and absorbed into the

composition. The brain, while at rest, is working on the

writing project, building intentional states that influence

later behavior. Considering the tremendous influence

that subconscious states have on learning processes,

schooling practices should be organized to harness

subconscious thought in order to enhance learning. Our

behavior is so deeply intentional that we’re even unaware

of our aim as it drives us.

Despite the forward momentum of intentionality,

there are pauses that must be explained if an account of

activity is to be understood. The philosopher John Searle

points out that there are three gaps in intentional action:

“…the gap between reasons and the decision (the

formation of prior intention), the gap between the

decision and the onset of the action (the intention-in-

action), and, for complex actions, the gap between the

onset of the action and the continuation to its

completion” (Searle, 2010, p. 41). The name for the gap,

Searle points out, is freedom of will. In school situations

that are organized around unintentional activities, or

activities organized to satisfy the intentions of those

other than the students, these gaps are of little concern.

These gaps in intentional states, in which the student

must learn to exercise and develop free will as a source

of agency, should be a concern of curriculum and

assessment. Unfortunately, they often are not.

• Assessments should shed insight on students’

shifting states of free will, the evolution of the
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nature of choices made, and the relative degree

of agency reflected in courses of action taken.

Related to these concerns are a focus on the processes

by which students make choices about which activities to

pursue, how motivated they are to pursue them, and how

productively they initiate and complete them. A question,

then, for curriculum and assessment is, what processes

enable the manifestation of will and agency in the

learner? To address this question, I focus on a discussion

of self-determination as a source of motivation.

Selective attention. What does it mean to say

we have learned something? What is learning? The

neuroscientist Eric Kandel (2007) made the discovery

that learning, in its most basic, biological form, is the

creation of new neural connections in the brain that

develop when something new has been learned. These

connections form neural circuits that are the components

of what enable cognitive processes to occur. These

processes are differentiated by their uses and the way

thinking and activity are needed in situations. Certain

kinds of memory, called explicit or declarative

memory–memory of people, places and things–the kind

of memory required for school learning, depends on

selective attention. Whereas implicit memory develops in

response to external stimuli and doesn’t require selective

attention or conscious awareness.

We now have a clear understanding about how

memory forms. Studies of learning have conclusively

proven that certain forms of learning—about people,

places and things—especially of the sort expected in the

formal curriculum of school, depend on the development

of a special type of memory known as explicit or

declarative memory. This type of learning depends on the

learner being consciously aware and selectively attending
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to the object of learning (Kandel, 2007). Implicit memory

develops without conscious awareness in response to

external stimuli that are sufficiently strong enough to

support new connections between neurons. Explicit or

declarative memory develops when the learner wills it to

develop by devoting attention to the object of learning.

Explicit memory is what the formal school curriculum

depends upon for achievement to occur.

The father of American psychology, William James,

wrote, “The faculty of voluntarily bringing back a

wandering attention, over and over again, is the very root

of judgment, character, and will. No one is compos sui

[master of himself] if he have it not. An education which

should improve this faculty would be the education par

excellence. But it is easier to define this ideal than to

give practical directions for bringing it about.” (1961, p.

424). Without attention, there is no learning. So even if a

‘champion’ teacher delivers an excellently planned lesson,

replete with explicit instruction, not a trace of learning

will be left behind in the mind of an inattentive student.

Self-organizing, self-regulatory biochemical processes

govern the formation of structures that give rise to

memories that shape the intellect.

Mind control. A major challenge facing people

of the 21st century is one of being overcommitted,

overstretched and overextended. Handheld devices

enable 24-7 access to work and social networks; and

access to an infinitely broad social network invites

constant social engagement. Exponentially growing

quantities of information create the potential to be drawn

into needles in the haystacks of bits and bytes with every

google search. Limitless choices of digital content are a

constant temptation for screen addicts; texting is as

regular as breathing; and multitasking is epidemic.
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Research has shown that people who are distracted in

their thinking are more likely to be depressed; and

whether distracted thoughts are focused on bad or good

events, depression is experienced equally (Siegel, 2014).

Having a mind that wanders is also correlated with the

aging process (Epel, et al., 2012). The 21st-century person

is literally at risk of losing their mind to an over-

stimulating, over-plugged, amped-up world unless they

possess self-discipline to control their own mind and

maintain enough inner tranquility to enjoy well-being.

Science justifies the need to practice meditation as a form

of mental hygiene in order to maintain a sense of well-

being.

• Assessments should be conducted in contexts in

which students have opportunities to regulate

their own mental activity in the service of

improved mindfulness.

Self-determination and motivation. Human beings

are naturally motivated to act in ways that promote a

sense of autonomy as agents of their own lives, to

experience a sense of self-competence in the things they

do, and, in the contexts of the above, to feel a sense of

relatedness to others (Ryan & Deci, 2002). If you want

to enhance intrinsic motivation to cooperate, driven by

of a sense of mutualism and personal responsibility to

the group, extrinsic rewards target the wrong cognitive

processes. Moreover, they have been shown to

undermine intrinsic motivation by causing over-

justification, or motivation for the reward itself rather

than the reinforced behavior (Tomasello, 2009). Self-

determination theory (SDT) of motivation provides an

explanation for the reasons humans are motivated to act

without external influences, and includes a sub theory
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that takes into account how extrinsic motivations

influence behavior on a continuum from those that are

performed strictly because of the external reward/

demand to those that the person identifies with and are

fully assimilated into the person’s sense of self but

nonetheless still external to the person (Deci & Ryan,

1985).

• In order to assess the development of intellective

competencies that derive from agentic behaviors

that spring from the choices made of free will,

assessments should be conducted in contexts in

which learners have opportunities to pursue self-

determined activities.

Self-regulation and self-organization:

Operationalizing freedom and experience in context

As we have just learned in terms of its relationship

to the development of memory and agency, the self as

the regulating and organizing force in developing the

defining trait of the flexible, adaptive, coherent, energetic

and stable mind. The association between social-

emotional health and well-being has been extensively

documented. High levels of self-regulation predict future

successes in school, jobs, and relationships, even more

than IQ. And the ability to delay gratification, a factor

associated with school success and life achievement

(Casey, et al., 2011), should together with other self-

regulatory capacities, remain primary as an educational

objective, as it is integrally tied to life success.

The learner must learn to exercise freedom through

choice and agency through action, and, over time, across

situations, these choices and activities should result in

coherent patterns that reflect an overarching statement
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about who the learning person is and what they strive to

become. To this point, Dewey wrote,

The two principles of continuity and interaction are not

separate from each other. They intercept and unite. They are,

so to speak, the longitudinal and lateral aspects of experience.

Different situations succeed one another. But because of the

principle of continuity something is carried over from the

earlier to the later ones. As an individual passes from one

situation to another, his world, his environment, expands or

contracts. He does not find himself living in another world

but in a different part or aspect of one and the same world.

What he has learned in the way of knowledge and skill in one

situation becomes an instrument of understanding and dealing

effectively with the situations which follow. The process goes on

as long as life and learning continue. Otherwise the course of

experience is disorderly, since the individual factor that enters

into making an experience is split. A divided world, a world

whose parts and aspects do not hang together, is at once a

sign and a cause of a divided personality. When the splitting-

up reaches a certain point we call the person insane. A fully

integrated personality, on the other hand, exists only when

successive experiences are integrated with one another. It can be

built up only as a world of related objects is constructed.

Part of who we are and what we are destined to

become has to do with how we perceive ourselves. And

how we perceive ourselves, in part, has to do with the

memories we have of who we have been across our

episodic memory (Siegel, 2012). The degree to which

one’s memories of themselves across episodic memory

portray someone with agency in situations will, in their

sum, help the learning person possess an overall self

narrative that is coherent and portrays perceptions of the

self as a strong agent in the world (Siegel, 2012).

Progressive education traditions, which originated in
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part to support liberal democratic ideals, have

emphasized the importance of students having freedom

of movement in the classroom (e.g., Ashton-Warner,

1963; Dewey, 1916; Francis Parker’s Quincy Method;

Montessori, 1964). Montessori (2009) wrote: “…we

permit the child to select the position which he finds most

comfortable. He can make himself comfortable as well as

seat himself in his own place. And this freedom is not

only an external sign of liberty, but a means of education”

(p. 76-77). Montessori explained, for example, if a child

knocks a chair to the floor, it is proof of incapacity and

provides means by which the child can correct himself,

resulting in proof of the power gained over his own

learning, and suggested, with freedom of action comes

responsibility for action.

Dewey (1988) offers an explanation for the value of

the freedoms that democracy cultivates in human

development. He wrote, “Democracy as compared with

other ways of life is the sole way of living which believes

wholeheartedly in the process of experience as end and as

means; as that which is capable of generating the science

which is the sole dependable authority for the direction

of further experience and which releases emotions, needs

and desires so as to call into being the things that have not

existed in the past” (p. 229).

Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) is

a construct that represents the distance between what a

learner can do independently and what she can do with

the assistance of a more experienced Other. The ZPD

provides a way to problematize and complicate freedom

and interdependence in order to better understand its

potential for learning and assessment.

The Zone of Free Movement (ZFM), proposed by

Valsiner (1997), represents the items that constrain a
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person’s actions in situations, and which are usually

determined by the surrounding culture. Different

situations influence the ZPD in different ways, creating

different opportunities for the learner to exercise

freedom, will, choice and agency. Valsiner suggests the

ZFM is social and cognitive. It is social because others

determine its boundaries, and cognitive because the

learner actively determines boundaries and creates

experience through her interactions (Zittoun, Valsiner,

Vedeler, Salgado, Goncalves, Ferring, 2013).

Valsiner also proposes the Zone of Possible Action

(ZPA) to represent activities that are promoted within the

ZFM, including the full range of pursuits and artifacts

that are employed to encourage a set range of possible

actions. While established by those with power, like

teachers, it is mutual in the way it functions. If I place

blocks on the carpet at choice time, I might intend

students to take part in a building activity. But one

students might use the blocks to serve as racing cars, re-

appropriating them for their own purpose. A high school

history might make the internet available to students

during work time for the purpose of researching causes

of the American Revolution, but a student might instead

use the opportunity to shop for sneakers. The traditional

pedagogical response was to remove student freedoms in

such cases. But a curriculum organized to support human

rights and free will views the removal of rights as

antithetical to the ideals of education in a liberal

democratic society. The ZPD depends on what actions

are promoted and how the student uses his or her own

freedom to engage within the environment.

Valsiner and his colleagues wrote, “Development is

seen as emerging through the activity of a person as she

tries to adjust to situations, remembering and
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anticipating, in interactions with others and the world.

All this takes place through constant meaning-making,

semiotic attractors emerging from the self-organization

of past and present experiences. We literally go through

the world creating meaning out of anything—or

sometimes—out of (seemingly) nothing” (Zittoun,

Valsiner, Vedeler, Salgado, Goncalves, Ferring, 2013, p.

218). To Valsiner, the concept of the ZPD is a “set of

possible next states of the developing system relationship

within the environment” (Valsiner, 1997, p. 200). As

Valsiner suggests, the three zones converge, creating a

constellation of possible forms of novel growth. Learning

is active and self-directed. As teachers, we need to learn

how to work the ZPA so that students achieve their

potential. A teacher can direct a course of action, but the

learner can respond in any number of ways (acquiesce,

ignore, hesitate, resist, object). Learning goals can not be

achieved unless students feel compelled to participate in

a promoted action.

A Learner-centered universe. From at least the

middle ages, David Olson points out (2003), schools have

been organized around systems of authority, which

delegate responsibility for learning primarily to teachers,

who dispense, facilitate, monitor and evaluate learner

progress. In this report, I suggest a Copernican

Revolution for the education, moving the center of

gravity away from teacher authority, to a “learner-

centered universe,” in which learners are aware of their

goals and competencies and autonomous agents,

responsible to pursue them. This gravitational shift

would alter existing teacher-centric classrooms, in which

classical modes of instruction are primarily used, to

classrooms in which students take on the responsibility

to identify learning goals, pursue them, and self-assess
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progress in the company of others, in the context of

relationships that serve to drive the learning process

(McCallister 2017).

Person-environment relationship. The

psychologist Kurt Lewin proposed a formula to explain

human behavior from the standpoint of the relationship

between the person and the environment. This formula

elaborates how individuals, based on their unique traits

and perspectives, experience environments in equally

unique ways. From the standpoint of Lewin’s

Formula–B=f(P, E)–intellective development can only be

understood as aspects of the reciprocal adjustments

between the relationship between the learner and the

environments in which learning takes place.

Richard Shweder’s (1990) analytic framework helps

tease out dimensions of the person-environment

relationship and provides a way to understand and

explain the movements of reciprocal adjustments

between the person and the environment. One

consideration is the degree to which the person’s

intentions (goals, beliefs, desires) are expressed within a

given situation. Situations are positive when the context

supports or amplifies personal intentionality; the

situation is negative when the context diminishes,

opposes or interferes with intentionality. The degree of

agency that a person may exercise in a given situation

makes up another dimension of the person-environment

relationship. A situation is active when a person creates

or selects their own intentional world, reactive when

others create or select an intentional world for the

person, and passive when a person finds themself in an

intentional world created by others for others or

themselves.
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Shweder’s
analytic
framework
for the
person-
environment
relationship

Active: Person
creates or
selects own
intentional
world

Reactive:
Other people
create or
select
intentional
world for
person

Passive: Person
finds him/herself in
an intentional
world created by
others for others or
themselves

Positive:
Context
supports or
amplifies
person’s
intentionality

Positive-active:
Child plays
make-believe
restaurant and
serves a
playmate
pretend
pancakes

Positive-
reactive:
Child plays
alphabet
concentration
during choice
time in
school

Positive-passive:
Children play in
neighbor’s lawn
sprinklers walking
home from school

Negative:
Diminishes,
opposes or
interferes
with person’s
intentionality

Negative-
active: Child
chooses to go
to time-out
area after
losing temper
with a
classmate

Negative-
reactive:
Child is
assigned to
time-out area
for disruptive
behavior

Negative-passive:
Daughter is asked
by parents to stay
home to watch
younger siblings
while parents go to
dinner

For example, acting out is a predictable response in

children who are confronted with stressful or stressful

situations in school. In an approach to assessment for

learning, one would track behaviors through situations in

order to see that situations better support the needs of a

student to regulate behaviors to acceptable social norms

of school. Initially, for the student who demonstrates a

pattern of challenging behaviors in situations that are

negative-reactive, the situation might be adjusted to

minimize negative-reactive aspects and magnify

negative-active or positive-reactive aspects in order to

help the student better adapt.

• Assessments should be conducted that shed light

on the ways in which learners take part in

situations over time in order to understand how
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patterns of participation play a role in

supporting the development of intellective

competence.

Prolepsis: A bridge to the future

In our vision of teaching, learning, and assessment,

outcome standards are central, but the explication of

what we want learners to know about specific disciplines

and to be able to do must be considered as instrumental

to what we want learners to become.” (p. 7) (emphasis

added) Edmund W. Gordon

Another way of phrasing Gordon’s assertion is that

the ways in which students explicate what they know and

do in the context of learning within different disciplines

is instrumental to who they become. And the processes

that lay out a course for the trajectory of becoming are the

focus of this section. Central to all of these processes is

the phenomenon of prolepsis, which is the representation

of a thing existing before it actually comes into existence.

On principle, the experience of schooling for a liberal

democracy should be proleptic in the sense that students

should have opportunities to learn to exercise their

intellect to hold opinions, make decisions rather than be

fed propaganda, hold judgments, gain insight, make

suggestions, reason logically, see multiple perspectives

and alternative points of view, and have tolerance for

others’ perspectives so that they are adequately practiced

to do so when the time comes to exercise their

responsibilities as citizens and participate in issues of

concern to broader society. How can the school

curriculum become a training ground for students to

exercise their fundamental human rights to freedom of

will, movement and expression while also learning to use

and develop the appropriate mental capacities to engage

with issues and ideas that are consequential to the larger
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culture? Several processes help ensure that students

engage in these critical proleptic learning opportunities.

Each are described below.

The Cooperative Principle.

“Genuine communication involves contagion; its name

should not be taken in vain by terming communication that

which produces no community of thought and purpose between

the child and the race of which he is the heir.” John Dewey

(1920, p. 224).

Due to the discovery of philosopher and linguist Paul

Grice, we know that effective human communication is

fundamentally cooperative in nature. The Gricean

Maxims posit that human communication adheres to the

simple principles of quality (be truthful), relevance (stick

to the point), brevity (be brief and to the point), and

orderliness (be clear). Any example of communication

can be understood in relation to the way in which its

content adheres to or flouts these maxims (Grice, 1991).

Humans utilize their intrinsic cooperative competencies

to interpret speech in relation to communicative norms

(Searle, 2010; Tomasello, 2008). Applied to reading-

literacy in school, successful comprehension of a text can

be described as a cooperative interaction between author

and reader.

• Assessments should shed light on the ways in

which learners engage as competent participants

in cooperative communicative situations, and

how these competencies develop over time in

relation to a) broadened exposure to new ideas;

and b) the development of these intellective

competencies.

Genre Practice. Since it is one that can have no

end till experience itself comes to an end, the task of
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democracy is forever that of creation of a freer and more

humane experience in which all share and to which all

contribute. John Dewey (1988, p. 230)

When reading and writing activities are experienced

by the learner as forms of social action that involve

relationships with others, and when these interactions

enable reading and writing to be used as purposeful

means to communicate with others, then issues

concerning the agency and intent become as significant

to the objectives of curriculum and assessment as

traditional concerns for the acquisition of content

knowledge. When students have opportunities to: engage

with the ideas of others through print and digital media,

discuss these ideas with others in conversations, a

compose their own ideas by emulating conventional text

forms, and give voice to new ways of thinking by creating

their own hybrid generic forms, the central concern for

instruction leads beyond the traditional focus on

individual performance. Instead of focusing on the

successful transmission of content, and the

demonstration of basic literacy skills there is a shift

toward a concern for the ways in which students engage

with texts as participants within the sociosphere of

school. This theoretical stance, which I refer to as Genre

Practice (McCallister, 2008), allows consideration of

pedagogical interactions tied to children’s own sense of

identity and agency.

We acquire mastery of genres, as Bakhtin (1986)

points out, in much the same way we acquire oral

language—in the context of use or practice. So the need

for students to have opportunities to use a broad range

of written genre forms across an equally broad range of

social practice contexts should be an aim of schooling.

Learners should have opportunities to become
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participants in school communities where they take part

in practices that, by definition, involve obligations and

commitments to the larger communal group (Olson,

2003). These moral dimensions of learning—such as what

the child takes responsibility for doing or learning or

makes commitments to trying, for example—are as

important to the curriculum as the assortment of

cognitive competencies traditionally considered to be the

focus of curriculum because, as I will explain shortly, this

commitment distinguishes the process of schooling as

involvement with a ‘sacred’ learning community, as

opposed to a self-serving individualistic pursuit

(Tomasello, 2016).

The “literacy hypothesis” theory explains reading and

writing as social practices through which cognitive

capacities result (Vygotsky, 1962, 1978; Goody & Watt,

1968; Havelock, 1982, 1991; Ong, 1976; McLuhan, 1962;

Olson, 1994; Olson & Torrance, 2009). According to this

view, literacy is not a direct effect of learning to read

or write; rather, the ways of thinking that characterize

an individual as literate are the result of previous

involvement in social situations involving writing and

reading practices that have enabled the person to

assimilate and accommodate socially-accepted ways of

thinking. Writing is a medium through which certain

social practices are carried out, thereby also serving as

a means of cognition. This view challenges the “literacy

myth,” the simplistic assumption that the acquisition of

discrete literacy skills results in basic literacy and higher-

order cognitive capacities (Graff, 1979)—a view that

continues to dominate literacy policy and curriculum in

most countries.

Conventional literacy instruction methods encourage

classical transmission methods of instruction with an
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emphasis on decoding, vocabulary, phonics, phonemic

awareness, and comprehension processes (National

Reading Panel, 2000). The genre literacy movement is

another influential writing curriculum that is widely

used. The most broad-scale genre literacy initiative began

in Australia after traditional curriculum was abandoned

and when the new progressivist curriculum that took its

place was found not to be meeting expectations for

student achievement (Cope and Kalantzis, 1993). The

movement was based on J. R. Martin’s view of genre,

upon which a pedagogical framework was developed

known as the “Wheel Model of Genre Literacy Pedagogy”

(Macken et al., 1989). The curriculum centers around

most widely used school genre forms including the

report, explanation, procedure, discussion, recount and

narrative, and guides students through a progression of

three stages: modeling the focus genre and discussing its

social purpose and organization; guiding students in the

joint production of a class text with the teacher scribing/

scaffolding as students participate; students’ independent

composition of their own versions of the focus genre

(Cope & Kalantzis, 1993). Genre pedagogy has since

flourished in the U.S., Canada and the UK, with features

similar to Martin’s conception. Most learning standards

use genre forms as reference points (e.g., National Center

on Education and the Economy); popular commercial

reading and writing programs are genre based.

These conventional instructional methods neglect the

human rights emphasis of a Democratic Educational

Praxis called for in this report, and a need for students to

have opportunities to engage with texts as forms of social

action. Rather than harnessing free will and agency, unit

plans that specify authority-dictated activities prevent the

exercise of basic human rights that are the target of
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democratic educational praxis (free thought, language,

and movement). A classical transmission curriculum

encourages compliance and conformity, as opposed to

the needs and competencies required of free-thinking

citizens.

• Assessments should capture the processes

involved in the composition and comprehension

of texts in relation to individual purpose and

intention, the degree to which understanding

and command of new ‘genreric’ forms is

becoming a means to facilitate multi-contextual

competencies (Gordon) across a broadening

range of cultural situations, and the degree to

which communicative efforts/intentions are

successfully achieved in social situations.

From minds apart toward minds together

“While the power of thought frees us from servile subjection

to instinct, appetite, and routine, it also brings with it the

occasion and possibility of error and mistake. In elevating us

above the brute, it opens to us the possibility of failures in which

the animal, limited to instinct, cannot sink.” John Dewey

Edmund Gordon emphasized the significance of what

he refers to as the “I-thou dyad” in the service of

education toward intellective competence, writing, “the

social forces that drive the interactions in and between

these dyads…ought to be the subject of our

investigations” (p. 125). These processes are the focus of

this section.

The shared intentionality hypothesis. The shared

intentionality hypothesis is the understanding that

humans possess innate abilities to communicate

cooperatively and to read others intentions (Tomasello,

2014). One type of thinking that is unique to humans
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is co-consciousness—the awareness of a phenomenon

while, at the same time, being cognizant of another

person’s awareness of the same thing (Tomasello, 2014).

Most of our thoughts and memories are shaped by others

with whom we interact in our social worlds. Humans

are unique in their capacity to conjure in their minds

cognitive representations of the physical world. In other

words, humans can represent things mentally. They can

reason logically and inferentially about cognitive

representations. Also, humans are unique in their ability

to mentally represent what they believe to be the

perceptions of others (Tomasello, 2014). These

abilities—to make cognitive representations, to make

recursive inferences about them and to scrutinize

thoughts against broader social norms—is what makes

human thinking unique (Tomasello, 2014). This is also

what enabled human beings to amass and transmit

knowledge from one generation to the next and to create

civilizations.

Relational Adjudication.

“So much of learning depends on the need to achieve joint

attention, to conduct enterprises jointly, to honor the social

relationship that exists between learner and tutor, to generate

possible worlds in which given propositions may be true or

appropriate or even felicitous: to overlook this functional setting

of learning—whatever its content—is to dry it to a mummy.”

Jerome Bruner (1977, p. XV)

What are the processes through which individuals

gain access to the minds of Others? Kenneth Gergen’s

relational conception of social understanding provides

the theoretical framework for understanding how

cooperative thinking is achieved in school settings (1990).

According to Gergen, relational ties are the locus of

understanding and all personal outcomes depend on
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human interchange. In other words, the individual’s well-

being (or, in the case of this investigation, literacy

achievement) can’t be taken out of the context of the

relationship(s) in which the person is engaged.

The assumption that any form of understanding

depends on the insights gained through relationships

with other people forces the need to “operationalize” the

person-person relationship. Gergen’s relational theory

offers two constructs that are useful to that end: the

relational nucleus and relational adjudication.

The relational nucleus. The nature of a

relationship depends upon the mutual coordination of

action between its participants. As coordination of action

progresses, a relational nucleus between participants in

a group is formed. A relational nucleus is “…a self-

sustaining system of coordinated actions in which two

or more persons are engaged.” (Gergen, p. 585). The

relational nucleus is a social accomplishment built and

sustained through time. The relational nucleus offers a

metaphor for the properties of the relationship between

the teacher and the learner.

As situations arise, conflict of varying degrees is

bound to arise and require resolution for the survival of

the group. The process of building a relationship depends

on whether conflict can be resolved in order to maintain

understanding. Gergen refers to this process as

adjudication. Just as a judge adjudicates conflict in the

courtroom, so too do participants adjudicate conflicts or

differences in understanding within their relationships.

When they see things differently, each deploys their own

way of seeing the world—their evaluative discourse, as

Gergen terms it—as a rule card to determine the moral

criteria against which the new situation will be judged.

Each person accesses the collective evaluative discourses
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of the sum of their previous experience as reference

points to new situations.

The outcome of conflicts of new situations, then,

represent the youngest generation of uniquely-human,

synergistic thinking, passed down through minutes,

hours, years and generations of interchange. The

relational nucleus is a representation of this thinking—an

outcome of patterns of adjudication and the mutual

coordination of actions between participants of social

groups.

Accessing Other minds: Implications for learning,

teaching and assessment. Gordon advances a view of

pedagogy “… (inclusive of teaching, learning, and

assessment) as dialectical and transactive components of

a maieutic process that enables the development of

intellective competence” (2007, p. 7). The rich

explanations of this highly-social, human way of thinking

and awareness can now be applied to education contexts,

pedagogical practices and systems of assessment.

• Assessments should shed light on the ways in

which learners engage cooperatively with others

to access their thinking as a means to develop

intellective competencies.

Joining the ‘sacred collective’: The morality of

schooling and the self>society relationship

“The individual in his isolation is nothing; only in and

through an absorption of the aims and meaning of organized

institutions does he attain true personality.” John Dewey

(1916, p. 94)

“Beings who are born not only unaware of, but quite

indifferent to, the aims and habits of the social group have to be

rendered cognizant of them and actively interested. Education,
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and education alone, spans the gap.” John Dewey (1916, p.

3)

All of the processes outlined so far in this report

suggested to be components of intellective competence

amount to something only when they are orchestrated in

the context of the lived experience of the learner. To this

point, Gordon (2007) writes,

“If we are indifferent to the kinds of things that have

gone before, the kinds of things that are carried in the

mind of the person, we have an incomplete picture.

…insufficient attention to the idiosyncratic meanings of

an experience can result in misunderstanding the

behavior.” (p 123)

This section outlines processes whereby students take

responsibility to adhere to group social norms in ways

that enable them to take part in the activities that give rise

to intellective competence.

Dewey wrote that democracy is a form of associated

living, a “con-joint communicated experience.” Dewey

was one of the first philosophers to crystalize the logic

that explains how one comes to understand the Self in

relation to Society. In Dewey’s eyes, interaction with

others and integration into society were processes that

enabled the individual to develop to their fullest capacity.

For Dewey, the standard for democratic living could be

measured against two points: 1). The extent to which

shared interests are numerous and varied and, 2). The

extent to which the interplay of forms of association are

full and free.

Dewey’s vision of an education for democratic society

portrays a society in which the individual is shaped by

and also shapes society. In our previous discussion of

Gergen’s Relational Conception of Social Understanding,

we explored a way of thinking about human
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understanding as a sort of beaded chain of relational

nuclei, historically ordered, relationally adjudicated

pearls of collectively normed outcomes of human

deliberation. Through the person’s interactions within

the relational circles in which they are a part, and in

democratic societies, as Dewey points out, these

associations are “full and free,” the self becomes defined.

And also, through those interactions, dimensions of the

self are introjected into society indirectly through

patterns of adjudication at the level of the nucleus, which

is a micro-organism of society.

These discursive, progressive patterns of influence are

what enable democratic societies to remain adaptable to

changing conditions of the environments they inhabit.

These processes, scaled up through shared intentionality

at the level of the social group, allow schools to become

beacons of possibility, operationalizing a means by which

new generations introject hope and aspiration into the

future.

Collective norms of the ‘sacred communal group.’ As

modern humans evolved from foraging dyads to live in

large social groups of approximately 150 individuals, they

acquired new forms of communicative and cooperative

abilities that supported more complex forms of life

(Dunbar, 1992; Tomasello, 2016) and because survival

depended upon how well group members within these

cultures got along together, this behavior was a form of

cultural agency (Tomasello, 2016). Collective group

harmony was more important than individual success.

The whole was greater than the parts. Tomasello writes,

“The self-regulation of ‘we>me’ in modern humans

therefore took the form of moral self-governance: the

individual internalizing the objective value of the group.”

(p. 146). Tomasello (2016) makes a distinction between
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collective practices of a communal group and self-

interested pursuits of the individual. He writes, “In

communal life the sacred refers to the collective practices

of the moral community…whereas the profane refers to

individuals’ self-interested pursuits (p. 132).

“We” was greater than “me”, as Tomasello writes. And

in order for students to catch the wind of the greater

moral imperative of the mission of the larger group in

the sails of one’s efforts, it is necessary that the student

experience a sense of identity to the larger group and

to experience the ‘we>me’ connection that Tomasello

describes.

In order to gain access as full participants of goal-

oriented social groups in which discourses provide

opportunities for higher-order thinking, students must

take responsibility to adhere to the norms of these

groups. The NYC Discipline Code, for example, specifies

the expectation that all students must make every effort

to achieve. In a format called ‘Keepers of the Culture,’

teachers and peers meet with students who have difficulty

adhering to this and other norms, helping students

delineate behaviors that get in the way. In a recent

‘Keepers’ meeting, a student I’ll call Malik took

responsibility for his behaviors of cursing teachers,

engaging in off-task talking with peers, roaming the

hallways, coming late to school, and not being prepared

for class as those that interfere with his ability to live up

to the expectations of the ‘make every effort to achieve’

expectation. He made a commitment that he wanted to

change and would keep a promise to replace existing,

maladaptive behaviors with productive ones. Over time,

students like Malik have experienced success in the

‘Keepers’ program, improving their ability to self-regulate
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to school norms, and thereby gaining better access to

learning opportunities.

‘Keepers of the Culture’ (McCallister, 2017)

incorporates processes that enable students to internalize

new social norms into their work/body habitus. These

processes function as follows: Norms develop through

social experiences over time. They are literally born out

of countless reciprocal, give-and-take interactions with

peers and elders (Tomasello, 2009). David Olson (2007)

has proposed a developmental process that explains how

a person internalizes social norms. Initially, the seedlings

of norms are planted when a caregiver attempts to hold

a child responsible for an action. The child’s self-control,

or their ability to regulate to what they’ve learned,

represents the growing body of a norm. The transfer of

responsibility for normative behavior from adult to child

depends on the child’s ability to hold a rule in mind and

make causal connections between the rule and their

personal action. Children arrive at school with this

presupposed cognitive ability. Of course, they will have

internalized only the norms of those social worlds in

which they are participants, norms that have been

meaningfully exercised in the social world.

Successful learning of the norms of broader society

will occur only to the extent that learners have

opportunities to internalize new norms as active

participants in social contexts in which they can be used.

Teaching content of any kind is really a matter of teaching

norms or conventional ways of understanding the world

that are collectively understood and accepted. For

example, the sound made by the letter “G,” or the product

of 7 multiplied by 3, are taken as facts, but they are

actually the products of social achievements that have

become established and accepted as ‘truths.’
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Once students develop a sense of belonging through

‘normalized’ behavior, they begin to identify with the

‘sacred communal group.’ Through either formal or

informal ground rules for activities, groups form bonds

that eventually result in a sense of what Michael

Tomasello calls “we-ness” (Tomasello, 2009). The

psychiatrist Dan Siegel calls the more me-focused sense

of “we-ness,” “MWe.” Insights from across the disciplines

are recognizing the importance of humans’ need to feel a

sense of belonging to the social group, such as the place of

‘relatedness’ in self-determination theory of motivation

described above.

To return full-circle to the image of early humans,

traveling together in groups of 150 or so, cooperating to

survive by joining efforts to food and shelter, we are able

to envision a sense of how humans adapted higher-order

thinking skills in order to successfully do group work.

They used these capacities to develop them–acquired in

the same manner the related intellective competencies

develop. Interdependent, goal-oriented, purposeful work

in groups is the context in which humans beings show

their greatest potential, and they are the richest sites of

possibility for learning their most powerful ways of

thinking.

To return to ideas presented in the introduction of

this report, in order to maintain well-being, students

need opportunities to self-organize in social groups,

continually taking part in activities that allow them to

integrate the functioning of different systems of their

brains in order to respond adaptively and flexibly to

situations.

• Assessments should shed light on the ways in

which learners make commitments to adhere to

the practices of the ‘sacred’ moral community,
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the degree to which they abandon ‘profane’

individual self-interested pursuits, the ways in

which these commitments relate to and

influence access to others thinking and, by

extension, the patterns of intellective

development that result over time.

Conclusion

Dewey pointed out that a slave is someone whose

conduct is controlled by someone else’s purpose. Even

when there is no slavery in the legal sense it can still

be found when a person is engaged in an activity whose

service they don’t understand or have personal interest in

(1944, p. 85). An education designed upon the tenets of

freedom, then, should be organized around the principle

of purposeful activity. To this end, I have identified and

described salient mental processes that enable the

development of intellective competence in learners,

which, once manifested and through use, become

defining aspects of the intellect. And I have suggested

that these competencies develop only when they are

supported in the context of purposeful social activity. It

is intended that these processes will serve as targets of

a program of assessment for learning and teaching that

serve the broader aims of democratic education.
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CHAPTER 2
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AA
bstract

Formal educational assessments fall into a

category of speech act known as status function

declarations, which those who use them recognize and

respond through actions that reflect a sense of obligation

or duty to their implicit authority (Searle, 2010).

Accepting the declarations of assessments as real, their

results are made real through the ways in which people

use them. As such, assessments hold power to alter the

realities of those who use them. Assessments that are used

for the purposes of informing and improving processes of

learning and teaching have the potential to create realities

in which students have access to generative learning

opportunities; whereas assessments of education, which

measure developed abilities, reinforce status categories of

students according to measurement outcomes of their

existing status–what students know or can already do

(Gordon, 2013). In this report, assessments are explained

as a kind of conceptual instrument that hold



transformative potential to positively impact learning

and teaching possibilities. Then, referencing the

processes of a Democratic Educational Praxis, which are

proposed to be the target of transformative assessments

supportive of the development of intellective

competencies in the service of basic human rights

(McCallister, this volume), a set of assessments are

described, which have been developed for use within an

education model known as Learning Cultures, and which

catalyze learning and teaching by capturing the processes

of Democratic Educational Praxis over the course of

students’ development. Implications of findings of this

report and recommendations that might guide the field

toward the improvement of education opportunities

through the design of learning, teaching and assessments

targeted on the processes of Democratic Educational

Praxis and designed to catalyze their development are

offered.

Introduction

This report is organized to serve as a companion to

Democratic Educational Praxis: Mental Processes for an

Assessment Framework for Learning and Teaching

(McCallister, this volume), which identifies and describes

salient mental processes that enable the development of

intellect in learners, and which, once manifested and

through use, become defining aspects of the intellect.

Democratic Educational Praxis offers a set of processes

as targets for a program of assessment for learning and

teaching.

The report is structured as an instrumental case study

of an educational model that incorporates a system of

catalytic, situated assessments for learning and teaching.

In an education model developed by this author, known

as Learning Cultures (McCallister, 2017), students take
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part in activity systems that provide maximal opportunity

to exercise autonomy, self-responsibility, independence,

and interdependence through social cooperation. The

activity contexts within the Learning Cultures model

enable students to practice intellective competencies and

provide opportunities for them to be captured for the

purpose of assessment for learning and teaching.

Learning Cultures assessment thus provides an example

of a vehicle for addressing a problem identified by the

Gordon Commission as the need for the development

of assessments for learning, which provide better insight

into the learning person’s potential and ways in which

teaching can best harness it (Gordon, 2013). The

assessment systems used within the Learning Cultures

model are described in this paper as an example of this

form of new generation assessment called for by the

Gordon Commission.

Reality-creating implements: The instrumental

function of formal assessments

Formal educational assessments are a form of speech

act known as status function declarations. A status

function declaration is a statement that makes something

real by stating it is real (Searle, 2010). The philosopher

John Searle points out that the status function declaration

is a powerful conceptual apparatus, responsible for the

very structure of civilization, having provided the

linguistic vehicle for the creation of the laws and letters of

humankind. Those who use them recognize and respond

through actions that reflect a sense of obligation or duty

to their implicit authority (Searle, 2010). Status function

declarations acquire their reality-altering power through

a phenomenon called collective intentionality—shared

beliefs and aims about the function or purpose behind the

instrument in question. Collective intentionality, unique
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to the human species, enables us to organize ourselves as

large groups. Also referred to as second-order morality,

it is a conceptual apparatus that patterns behavior of

individuals in groups by influencing thinking and

activity. We defer to the status of traffic signs and

professional certifications, for example because they

perform functions that benefit us, as a members of the

groups that use them. Thus, assessments, as status

function declarations, hold the power to alter the realities

of their users.

Accepting their status, I want to now turn to the

question of the function that educational assessment

should serve and the problems that arise when we

compare assessments framed around those ideals to

assessments developed for existing systems. Assessments

that are used for the purposes of informing and

improving processes of learning and teaching have the

potential to create realities in which students have access

to generative learning opportunities. They have

transformative potential to positively impact learning

and teaching by specifying new, desired realities. On the

other hand, assessments of education, which measure

developed abilities, are limited in their reality-creating

power. Rather, they specify a world-to-word fit by

reinforcing existing status categories of students’

developed abilities according to measurement outcomes

of what they know or can already do (Gordon, 2013).

The Gordon Commission has called for a new

generation of assessment that focuses on assessment for

learning as opposed to assessment of learning. That is,

rather that focus solely on the evaluation of developed

competencies, the Commission recognized the necessity

for assessment to also take up a concern with human

potential and inform teaching and learning pathways that
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enable students to achieve their potential. Educational

assessments that function to merely tell what students

know and can do specify a reality of status levels of

students in relation to performance in measured

categories. These assessments make a stratified world in

which students are represented by metric measures of

achieved knowledge real by stating that it is real through

the process of testing.

What’s the alternative? One might ask. What other

functions might assessments perform? These are

questions taken up in the remainder of this section, with

illustrations of possibility sketched throughout this

report.

The Democratic Educational Praxis framework

begins with a set of aims of intellective competencies

for citizens of liberal democratic society. As a thought

exercise, these aims will serve as a starting place for a

set of functions that assessments for learning might be

organized to bring about. Assessments that create a real

world by saying a world is real in which students

demonstrate capacities necessary to perform the

responsibilities of citizens in a democracy might include:

• commitment to adhere to collective prosocial

group norms, enabling them to make every

effort to achieve academically.

• sense of purpose about learning goals reflected

in curriculum choices and decisions and parallel

development of curriculum-related social

relationships.

• approach toward group activities and social

competencies demonstrated in cooperative

learning situations.
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• independence, self-responsibility and autonomy

in weighing choices, making decisions and

commitments, and completing goals.

• self-regulation and self-efficacy in the context of

social/academic tasks.

• ability to understand the perspectives of their

audience/readers and, in their writing projects,

appropriately use written language conventions

and generic devices to achieve desired

responsive understanding.

• background abilities necessary for academic

tasks, such as reading, spelling and math skills.

Catalytic assessments: Harnessing the

transformational power of assessments for learning

and teaching

In service to the processes of a Democratic

Educational Praxis, the aims of which were outlined in

the previous section and which are supportive of the

development of intellective competencies fundamental to

basic human rights (McCallister, this volume), a set of

assessments will now be described that target these

processes, and which have been developed for use within

the education model known as Learning Cultures.

Learning Cultures assessments utilize the science of

status function declarations, which have the power to

make generative worlds real by saying that they are real,

to catalyze the possibilities of human potential into

reality by capturing the processes of Democratic

Educational Praxis over the course of students’

development. In other words, Learning Cultures

assessments are structured to demonstrate growth trends

targeted on the processes just described, and students’
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behaviors, captured in assessments, enact these

competencies into being. By using the assessments,

realities are created that bring into being the desired

worlds of possibility. Before describing the assessments, I

will briefly explain the Learning Cultures model.

Learning Cultures®: Contexts for assessment of

learning and teaching

Learning Cultures (McCallister, 2017) is a

comprehensive educational model that organizes activity

systems, which can be used in classrooms and other

educational contexts, in ways that: a) provide students

with high levels of independence and autonomy so that

they can self-organize in order to optimize their learning,

and learn to self-organize; b) distributes responsibility

for learning from teachers to students; and, c) provides

students with ample opportunity to cooperate with peers

(See: www.LearningCultures.net). Curriculum-

embedded assessments are structured throughout the

Learning Cultures system to be used by both students

and teachers in ways that inform learning pathways and

provide information that is used to improve the overall

system.

Learning Cultures offers a model for a dialectical

relationship between assessment, learning and teaching.

Teachers are guides and tutors to learning persons, and

assessment is integrated into teaching and learning

transactions, serving as an instrument to assist in the

monitoring, informing , and provision of instruction. In

de-centering the focus of education away from

transmission-oriented instruction and re-centering on

assessment-informed, student-initiated learning, the

Learning Cultures system places students in the active

leadership of the organization of their learning.
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‘Formats’ for learning, teaching, and assessment: A

design for self-organization

The Learning Cultures model is designed to be a

blueprint that educators can follow to restructure

classrooms, schools and informal learning contexts,

which structures classroom activity systems that are

designed to support students in accessing rigorous

academic content in activities that support the aims of

democratic educational praxis (McCallister, this volume).

The blueprint specifies a set of practices that are

organized to allow students to assume greater levels of

responsibility for their learning than has been the case

in traditional classrooms. These practices are known as

‘formats.’ Traditional ‘transmission’ education models

teach students through a process of ‘telling’ and then

‘testing’ developed abilities. Teachers follow a prescribed

curriculum, which is typically set by a course of

instruction laid out in ‘units of study.’ Students are

categorized or leveled, assigned to programs of

instruction that match their skill level, and either stay on

course with the progression of skills presented in lessons,

or fall behind and fail. Learning Cultures breaks with

the transmission tradition by building around ‘formats,’

which organize classroom social life around large-group,

small-group and individual activities. These formats are

highly structured, and rules and routines for these

activities are outlined in Rubrics, which detail how

teachers and learners should interact to enable learners

to achieve higher levels of collaboration, cooperation,

relationship building, independent inquiry, and

assumption of responsibility for learning than is usually

the case in traditional teacher-directed classrooms.

Instead of teachers telling students what to learn, as is the

case with conventional ‘units of study’ curricula, students
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learn to orient themselves to expectations and standards

and organize themselves in order to meet learning goals.

The Learning Cultures model offers a way to organize

classrooms so that students have more freedom to move,

think, talk, collaborate with others, and take

responsibility for making choices and decisions about

their learning. Vestiges of classical transmission still

abound. Direct transmission of information is efficient,

and learners must have access to information outlets. But

the transmission mode of delivery is contained within

specific protocols within the formats so as not to compete

with or undercut student autonomy. For example, the

Lesson format, kept to a 10-15 minute maximum, is a

context for information transmission. Students also

access digital content, which is typically presented in a

transmission format, such as CrashCourse videos on

YouTube or Khan Academy videos.

Free will, choice, and agency: Toward democratic

education ideals. The formats create multiple pathways

for students to organize themselves by providing routines

for social interactions that allow kids to form

relationships with all their peers, to become successful

academically, to improve their sense of well-being, to

work out problems, overcome adversity, and self-regulate

to the thinking and emotional needs and resources of

others in order to regulate their own emotions and

thinking. The academic formats provide a context for

students to find a sense of purpose in school, to develop

self-competence and experience dignity about themselves

as learners, and to chart their own destiny by making

choices about learning activities and social collaboration.

This report will provide examples that illustrate how the

Learning Cultures model utilizes catalytic, situated

assessments to support learning and teaching.
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The self in relation to the ‘sacred communal group’

Since Socrates philosophers have acknowledged the

important relationship of self-examination to intellectual

development, and the relationship of the development

of the self to society. Mead described the social groups

to which we belong as the generalized other, insofar as

we incorporate into our own experience those we’ve

experienced as members of these groups (Mead, 1934).

The Democrtic Praxis diagram in represents ways that

educational experiences can be considered to orient the

self to society through the range of connections to others

in the development of the mind. In #1, the self is at once

both oriented toward the future through

activity—intentional and non-intentional—and prepares

for the future through experiences that are proleptic in

the sense that they bring into the present that which is

anticipated to be encountered in the future. The self is

also made coherent through reference to past experiences

of one’s self through episodic memory. #2 represents

ways to enable learners to gain awareness of the need

to access others’ minds to gain new insight and

understanding. #3 represents the processes one

undertakes within interactions with others to share

perspectives and reason cooperatively. #4 represents the

processes one undertakes within groups to do the same.

And #5 represents the processes dyads and groups engage

in to share intentions and work cooperatively to achieve

goals for group activity. These are the processes that

together collectively represent what is referred to as

democratic educational praxis.

Keepers of the Culture®: Instilling the “Mwee” and

a sense of “We-ness”

I began the last report with a brief reference to the
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social-emotional competencies and executive functions

and their role in the development of intellective

competencies within the Democratic Educational Praxis

model. I explained that these competencies and functions

adapted in human beings to promote the individual’s

socially-coordinated activity. The social-emotional

competencies such as: emotional self-regulation, affect

regulation, self-efficacy, empathy and the executive

functions such as: selective attention, working memory,

reasoning, cognitive control and flexibility, are called into

action by the situational exigencies in which they are

needed.

Since we argue that that they are harnessed in the

service of their use in situations, we begin an

introduction to the Learning Cultures assessments with a

focus on the broadest social-situative processes that begin

to orient and draw the individual into the group through

moral commitments to adhere group social norms and

collective endeavors. These commitments, once

incorporated into action, enable SE/EFs to be used, and

through use, to develop.

An increasing appreciation for the developing

person’s sense of connectedness to the larger social group

through a subjective sense of “we-ness” (Tomasello, 2009)

or a perception of the self’s connection to the group as a

sense of “M-we” (Siegel, 2012) point out a need to define

the mechanisms that enable the individual to associate

with groups within the context of learning. Within the

Learning Cultures model, these processes are accounted

for in procedures of a program called Keepers of the

Culture® (McCallister, 2017).

The Keepers program begins with an orientation of all

students to a basic Social Contract that all persons within

the learning community adhere to. In New York City
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public schools, for example, the Social Contract takes the

form of the discipline code. After students’ rights and

responsibilities outlined in the discipline code have been

presented, we engage students in a discussion of the

historical context of these rights and responsibilities,

helping them understand that they are social

achievements, earned through sacrifice, warranting

recognition and protection. We discuss the value of

education opportunity, down to the cost per minute of

instruction, so that students know the toll of disruptions

to their own education opportunities and gain insight

needed to become agents to exercise their own will to

make every effort to achieve (Responsibility #1 of the

Code) and to demonstrate leadership to their peers to

adhere to both the responsibilities and terms of the Code

(Responsibility #23). Tomasello (2016) points out that

commitments such as this refer to the “sacred” of the

“collective practices of the moral community” as opposed

to the “profane” of the “individual’s self-interested

pursuits” (132).

Once students gain an appreciation of the need for

commitments to collective practices, we help them

brainstorm behaviors that prevent commitment breaking

and provide suggestions for consequences for their

transgressions, which learners themselves choose. This

list becomes a Ladder of Self-Regulation, which is an

assessment tool as well as a self-organization tool.

Students use the Ladder to regulate their own behavior,

and remind peers about pro-social behaviors; teachers

also use the Ladder to help students regulate behavior

and as a tool for classroom discipline. One ‘rung’ on the

ladder is the Behavior Conference (McCallister, 2017),

which is an assessment tool that probes students’

subjective insights about the factors that impede self-
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regulatory processes, and which reveals patterns of

behavior over time.

Another ‘rung’ on the ladder is the ‘On Call’ system,

which is typically invoked when a teacher hits an impasse

with a student, usually when the student has been asked

to move seats and refuses. Rather than letting the

behavior go unchecked, which serves to secure a

problematic norm, or suspending instruction to tend to

the student in question, which neglects pedagogical

responsibilities, the teacher calls the staff person who is

on call. The on call person either tends to the problematic

behavior or relieves the teacher so that they can tend to

the problematic behavior. Data is kept centrally so that

patterns of behavior can be monitored. Some teachers

are inclined to overuse the On Call system, others

underutilize it, and some use it to its best advantage,

providing a professional development asset to the

collective.

Some students who have not yet acquired a sense of

“we-ness” in relation to the larger group will not be able

to access the formats and thus will not be able to take

advantage of the processes that generate opportunities

to develop higher-order thinking and learning. These

students require more extensive interventions to achieve

a sense of “M-we.” A protocol known as the Intervention

(McCallister, 2017) is provided for these students.

The Intervention Contract Form begins with an

opportunity for the child to reflect on behaviors that are

a challenge and interfere with meeting responsibilities

outlined in the Code. The student then reads each

responsibility on the Code and aligns each responsibility

to the relevant behavior by number. Students are given

the opportunity to consider the reasons for the behaviors.

Then they are asked whether they want to change their
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behaviors. I have conducted hundreds of Interventions in

some of the lowest performing schools in NYC serving

students who live in communities where there are the

highest levels of poverty in the city. I have never

encountered a student who, after having taken

responsibility for their behavior and recognizing

ramifications, is not willing to make a commitment to

change.

The next part of the Intervention is to outline an

action plan. Once the plan is made, students sign a

‘Promise Card.’ Copies of the Promise Card are posted

in the principal’s office. Students in some schools carry

laminated copies in their backpacks as self-regulation

reminders and so that teachers can refer to them in the

context of classroom-based self-regulation/discipline

procedures.

Interventions occur in a variety of contexts. In cases

where highly problematic behaviors require adult

leadership and skill and when the student is new to the

community, a student typically meets with a member of

the administration, selected teachers, selected peers, and

parents. In follow-up Interventions, when behaviors are

less problematic, or in cases when students themselves

request Interventions, teachers and, in middle and high

school, students themselves can facilitate Interventions.

(Note: once the Intervention system is implemented

programmatically, students readily request to have

Interventions because they are validating and help the

subject, usually children who typically have had

challenging experiences in school, make connections

with peers who have typically been more successful.

These interactions provide opportunities for attachment

relationships to develop).

Interventions foster group relatedness and prosocial
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behaviors that pave the way for learning. Once students

who were initially oppositional or defiant become

accustomed to the protocol, they meet with peers who

have been trained to conduct Interventions, which now

involves a process of revisiting Promise Cards and

revising them as problematic behaviors disappear and

new commitments emerge. Students who initially present

themselves as oppositional, defiant, disrespectful,

aggressive, passive, or highly resistant have opportunities

to remake themselves through the Intervention process.

Over the course of Interventions, a pattern of data

emerges for those students who initially demonstrated

challenging behaviors, but who over time begin to self-

regulate to broader group norms. Interventions provide

a way to guarantee every student has an opportunity to

learn on a basis that is equal to everyone else, outlined in

terms specified in the Social Contract, which now they

are obliged to follow as members of the “sacred moral

community.”

Instrumentality function of the

Intervention. Interventions catalyze prosocial behaviors and

academic dispositions. For previously socially marginalized,

excluded, and/or anti-social students, the process of social

inclusion is made real as when learners take action to say it

is real. Over time, the learner is enlightened to their own power

to change through evidence of the transformation processes that

has been documented in the Intervention process, and which

details the ways in which commitments to adhere to the norms

of the ‘sacred moral community played a role in enabling them

to make every effort to achieve academically.

Minds together

Once students have made a commitment to

membership in the community, they readily adhere to the

norms of the group. The norms of the Learning Cultures
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formats are specified in a set of rubrics, which also adhere

to the logic of status function declarations. which also

adhere to the logic of status function declarations. The

rubrics outline rules, routines and procedures that

students and teachers should follow in order to play by

the rules in each format. I formulated these procedures

to incorporate guidelines for how learning standards are

used, and with attention to theories of learning and

development. See the rubric for one of the formats,

Cooperative Unison Reading.

Aristotle is known to have said that the rule of law is

better than the rule of one man, and nowhere is this more

true than in the classroom. A student in a ‘power trip’

with a teacher, performing to an arena of peers, looking

for any excuse to go to the mat, will usually shrug and

fall in line when the teacher holds up a rubric, points,

and says, “it’s the rule.” Because they are status function

declarations, they carry status that participants are

obligated to follow, and foster a sense of responsibility in

students to do the things they have made a commitment

to do (Olson, 2003; Searle, 2010).

The rubrics are used by teachers to guide instruction

and as a tool for professional development purposes.

They are used by principals for teacher observation and

evaluation (the rubrics align with teacher development

frameworks). And they are used by students to guide

learning.

Instrumentality function of the rubrics. The format

rubrics catalyze the socio-cognitive processes that enable

learning cultures to develop within the learning

community by making the worlds that are specified

within them real by saying they are real.

Cooperative Unison Reading®

Cooperative Unison Reading is a group reading
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protocol that makes use of students’ natural cooperative

capacities and language abilities to develop literacy skills

and intellective competencies. Mindful Reading® is a

derivative process that builds upon Cooperative Unison

Reading and helps students apply mindfulness practices

to the reading process, involving effortful focus on an

object of attention while at the same time bringing an

awareness of non-judgmental observation to that focus,

enabling students to become more reflective about what

they read and to practice mindfulness.

The system of Cooperative Unison Reading (CUR)

typically involves a few group leaders taking

responsibility for selecting a text that the rest of their

classmates then sign up to read. Peers sign up to their

groups, and groups meet several times over the course of

the week. New leaders form new groups each week. Each

child has the opportunity to lead groups several times

over the course of the year, and has the chance to read at

least 40 different texts of their choosing in CUR groups

in every class where CUR is practiced.

The CUR format provides a powerful venue for the

processes of Democratic Educational Praxis to develop,

as students carve out social space across grade levels and

content subjects to deliberate over a wide range of topics

of their choosing that take form in different written

genres. CUR allows students to exercise, in public speech,

ways of reading that can later become internalized into

inner speech, or working memory, in the medium known

as reading comprehension.

Rules for CUR. In a group of no more than five

students, in an oral, synchronized reading of a joint text,

participants follow three simple rules:

1. Read in sync with others in a voice they can hear
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2. Breach, or stop the group when you have a

question or something to say

3. Be promotive and supportive of group members

These rules are applied in CUR sessions for students of all

ages, kindergarten through college.

Rule #1 creates a shared experience that can be

accessed by everyone through oral language and access to

facial expressions.

Rule #2 helps guarantee that any questions or

confusions are resolved so that the text is fully

understood by all participants and so that the text is fully

understood. This rule also ensures unique insights are

shared, broadening the bounds of collective

understanding.

Rule #3 guarantees a protected, safe context for all

participants to freely express their ideas so that they feel

comfortable sharing ideas.

With these three conditions as a foundation, any

group of people have the means to share and interpret a

text.

The Cooperative Unison Reading Record. The

assessment tool developed to capture the learning

processes targeted in CUR is the

CooperativeUnisonReadingRecord. The Record contains

a quadrant with a ‘cheat sheet’ of processes relevant to

the group reading process that teachers and students find

helpful in considering during the session. There is space

on the record for the teacher to fill in names of

participants. Each time a student ‘breaches’ the

synchronized reading, the teacher transcribes discourse,

in serial order, numbering students’ contributions in

turn. Instructional points that surface in the discourse are

recorded in the right column of the Record.

The CUR Record can be used as an instructional tool
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to show students patterns of action and participation as

the group process unfolds. It can be used as a curriculum-

planning resource when teachers examine their records

and ‘harvest’ content that is relevant to the whole group

for presentation in what I refer to as “grass-roots lessons.”

Records are archived and serve as evidence of learning

opportunities.

As an assessment protocol, Cooperative Unison

Reading provides a context in which teachers can capture

and examine how students cooperate through

discourse–cooperative reasoning and perspective

shifting–in order to share their thinking, access others’

thoughts, use basic reading skills and knowledge about

how written genres function as forms of social action in

order to build a collective understanding of texts. These

powerful social-relational processes can later be retrieved

by individual students, in the form of memories, through

a process known as transfer, and used as intra-mental

resources during Work Time, which I will cover shortly.

Watch a session of Cooperative Unison Reading with

a group of first graders, in a sixth grade class, and in a

mixed age high school reading class and .

Instrumentality function of Cooperative Unison

Reading. Cooperative Unison Reading catalyzes critical and

capable reading behaviors within learners. Critical thinkers

and capable readers are made real through the process of

students saying they are real through the speech acts they

perform within the Cooperative Unison Reading format. The

CUR Record captures evidence of students exercising basic

reading background abilities, making inferences, shifting and

sharing perspectives, reasoning cooperatively, and exercising

intellective competencies within the context of reading and

discussing collectively interpreted texts.

Processes of self-development
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The fundamental objective of the Learning Cultures

approach is to create opportunities for learners to

become active, agentic, and responsible participants

within a society committed to pluralism and democratic

values. I developed several pedagogical systems to help

achieve these aims.

Learning Conferences. Students have

opportunities to attempt to apply independently the

processes they have begun to learn socially in the

Learning Conference, which is a 10-minute meeting with

teachers intended to engage them in conversations about

challenges in learning. Learning Conferences take place

during work time in the context of a challenge they are

currently facing in their academic work.

The Conference begins with the student describing

what she knows as the teacher scribes her words. The

Conference transitions to the student’s discussion of

what she does not know. In the process of discussing

the known and the unknown, many times understanding

is revealed. But other times an awareness that

understanding requires access to others’ ideas is the

epiphany of the moment, and clarity about what, who,

how and when becomes the fruit of the dialogue.

Students are prompted to toggle from the intra-

mental to the inter-mental, referencing group learning

formats to consider how others might solve similar

problems. Fellow students are brought into the

discussion, and the discursive aspects of the Conference

spread a learning contagion across the vicinity.

The end of the Conference includes a Triumph

Narrative. “A what?” is how students usually respond

when I tell them they now need to tell me their Triumph

Narrative after having resolved their challenge. So I say:

“It’s a simple Once upon a time story about how you
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solved your problem. ‘Once upon a time I sat with

Cynthia and solved an algebra problem.’ The students tell

the story in a few short turns, and the two students who

had Conferences during Work Time share their Triumph

Narratives in the final format scheduled in most

classes–the Content Share. Teachers document the

Conference in a Learning Conference Record.

By describing challenges, working through them, and

narrating the process of success, students develop key

cognitive processes that play a role in creative thinking,

cognitive flexibility, planning and problem problem-

solving (known as executive functions). Students learn

how to break apart problems, and resolve them, and how

to generalize solutions and apply new insights to other

situations. Narrating stories of themselves in problem-

solving situations enables students to develop a

strengthened sense of intellective agency over time.

The Triumph Narrative is a simple procedure, easy for

students to execute, easy for teachers to transcribe, and

a powerful vehicle for learning. We all rely on what is

known as our episodic memory—our memories of our

selves in situations across the histories of our lives—to

structure our identities; and the extent to which our

memories cast us as strong agents in situations will

determine the relative coherence of our narrative selves

(Siegel, 2012).

Instrumentality function of the Learning

Conference. Learning Conferences catalyze self-regulation and

self-organization processes in learners. Strong, coherent

academic narrative selves are made real through the process of

students saying they are real through the stories they tell in

Triumph Narratives within the context of Learning Conference

assessments.
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The Writing Conference: Learning to play ‘Genre

Practice’

The Writing Conference is an opportunity for

students to meet for 10-minutes with a teacher to receive

feedback on a piece of writing. The Writing Conference

is structured by a protocol outlined in the Writing

Conference Record, which prompts the student to

consider what she is attempting to do or achieve with the

writing, how the writing is currently working to achieve

its purpose, and how the writing could be revised to

better achieve its purpose. The dialogue that emerges

through the Conference format helps the student

envision the readers’ responsive understanding and a

productive course for revision. The Common Core State

Standards are used as a reference to determine what the

student has achieved or might yet achieve. The student

makes a commitment to a goal for writing, and signs

her name, a practice demonstrated to result in greater

likelihood that the commitment will be honored (Olson,

2007). Teachers document the Conference in a Writing

Conference Record.

The Writing Conference provides an opportunity for

the student to play Genre Practice. Genre, because

students experiment with writing genres that give

expression to the things they want to say; and practice

because they use the opportunity as a context for practice

focused, disciplined, self-directed effort on a routine

basis.

The Writing Conference is contextualized within a

writing program in which students have freedom to

select their choice of writing topics and forms. At the core

of these choices is the expectation that students also have

a sense of purpose as writers. Having a sense of purpose

is essential to the challenge of determining what generic
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form best suits the form of action the writer desires in

the response of the audience. This would take into

consideration whatever social context the learner

envisions the writing to be directed towards, and which

writing conventions and language conventions should be

used in order to be considered a cooperative. The

opportunity to grapple with these considerations help

students develop technical writing competencies

immediately at hand, but also provides opportunities to

develop broader multi-contextual competencies

(Gordon, 2006) that entail cultural and situational

flexibility necessary to take part in, traverse or transcend

a future filled with a multiplicity of diverse social

contexts. Watch Amy Piller in a writing conference with

my son, Liam.

Instrumentality function of the Writing Conference.

Writing Conferences catalyze self-regulation and self-

organization within the context of writing. The potential

of the learner to be a competent, flexible, writer is made

real through the process of enabling the learner to say

how they are real through the details they tell in Writing

Conference assessments.

Managing the self: The C-DEEP social-emotional

assessment

The acronym C-DEEP stands for cooperation,

discipline, effort, emotions, and purpose, and the C-

DEEP is a social-emotional assessment used in the

context of Responsibility Teams within the Learning

Cultures model. Responsibility Teams are typically used

to structure curriculum in high school courses linked to

state assessments. Through a process of drafts, co-

captains discretely select academic teams, which then

work together for a period of 8 weeks to divvy up

responsibility to gather resources needed to find answers
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to questions from state tests or content standards that are

archived on the State Education website. Once resources

are pooled, students read and answer test questions using

the Cooperative Unison Reading protocol. Responsibility

Teams are organized as a tournament in which teams

compete against one another and take mock versions of

high-stakes tests, an intentionally proleptic learning

experience to invite familiarity with the ‘genre’ of high-

stakes tests in a playful, team-oriented, competitive

context. At the conclusion of the unit, each team’s

academic post-test scores are normed and one team is

declared a winner. The C-DEEP Personal Assessment is

used as a pre- and post-assessment administered within

the context of the Responsibility Team cycle.

The main purpose of the C-DEEP is to provide

students with social data about themselves, offered by

their peers, with whom they have spent a substantial

amount of time working in structured cooperative

learning groups (usually a week or two). Team members

provide one another with concrete, actionable

suggestions to improve their performance and raise

assessment scores. They are also provided actionable,

corrective feedback so that they can make action plans to

efforts in the context of future cooperative group work.

Groups spend time sharing and strategizing their

group assessment process. The C-DEEP assessment

provides students with insights into the nature of their

social-emotional dispositions and ways to improve them

in the service of developing intellective competencies.

Once students have reviewed their personal C-DEEP

assessment results, each group member shares a goal for

social-emotional development to achieve during the

period of time the group will work together (typically

the groups in which C-DEEP assessments are used work
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together over the course of 8-week units). When the

tournament ends, the C-DEEP assessment process is

repeated, and students compare their pre- and post-

assessment gains.

There is probably no context more consequential for

the successful orchestration of intellective competencies

than high-stakes situations in which social groups are

in competition with one another. This is the context in

which the social assessment of Learning Cultures are

administered, with one important caveat—teachers are

not much involved in the process. The C-DEEP social

assessments exist primarily as a form of competence

feedback for students. While it is important for teachers

to access the data so that they can make group norms

public to the class, C-DEEP data management is not a

teacher responsibility, and teachers do not formally

report findings. Students are the ‘end users’ of the C-

DEEP data. Through the process of cooperative group

work, students provide positive social pressure to

accomplish goals. See this brief video in which students

deliberate with a team member who failed to deliver on

his responsibility to the group.

As explained in the previous report (McCallister, this

volume), norms are internalized through social

experiences over time through interactions with peers

and elders (Tomasello, 2009). Successful transfer of

responsibility for normative behavior depends on the

ability to hold a rule in mind and make causal

connections between the rule and personal action, as the

learner is held responsible for internalizing a norm in

the context of an activity in which the norm is being

referenced (Olson, 2007). Learners enter new educational

contexts having internalized norms of those social worlds

in which they are participants, and will only know norms
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that have been meaningfully exercised in those social

worlds. So in order to have opportunities to internalize

new norms–those that are fundamental processes

targeted in Democratic Educational Praxis–the C-DEEP

is used.

Instrumentality function of the C-DEEP assessment. C-

DEEP assessments catalyze the development of intentional

states and social-emotional capacities that support intellective

development. Integrative mental states, in which all of the

components of the mind, all of the process of the brain, and

all of one’s relational connections to others function smoothly

and efficiently in high-stakes, socially-cooperative situations

are made real through assessment processes that describe

how they are real, and which enable students to get and act

upon feedback through C-DEEP assessments.

Catalytic, situated assessments

To support the aims of the Learning Cultures

model—greater levels of self-expression, freedom, self-

responsibility and cooperation—embedded assessments

have been developed to be used by teachers and students

within the context of activity within the formats. These

assessments can be characterized as catalytic because they

catalyze new forms of thought and behavior in students

and teachers who use them. The assessments used within

the Learning Cultures formats are an example of

assessments for learning because they offer insights to

both teachers and learners about how potential can be

harnessed and chart a course of development toward the

learning person’s potential. Thus, the assessment systems

used within the Learning Cultures model can be viewed

as what has been referred to by the Gordon Commission

as a new generation of assessment that is organized for

learning and thereby broadens educational opportunity

(2013).
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Assessment for self-organization and self-regulation.

The assessments delineate routines and procedures that

students and teachers can follow to help them make

choices and decisions about what and how learning

should proceed, thus encouraging self-organization and

self-regulation on the part of learners, fundamental

processes of a curriculum concerned with fundamental

human rights, and also processes that have long been

associated with enhanced motivation and higher learning

outcomes (McCallister, this volume).

Bee hives and wombs: Implications of findings

Our environments provide the nutriments for

existence and development. And any effort to make

judgments about development require that person-

environment relationships be taken into account. To a

certain extent, understanding about the behavior of

bees requires understanding of the hive; and

understanding the development of the unborn

child benefits from observation in the context of the

womb. In his investigation of the first year of his son’s

journey in becoming a language user, Deb Roy developed

methods for capturing and mapping the naturalistic

interactions between the child and his environment. The

video, ‘Birth of a Word,’ provides an example of the kinds

of methods and technologies that might be deployed in

educational assessments of the future, which will need to

capture complex socio-cognitive phenomena. But in

tandem with the development of new assessments must

also be the development of new interpretive conceptual

frameworks to allow better understanding of the ways

in which learners, teachers and assessments transact in

reality contexts, and how these interactions impact the

future.

I’ll close with an account of my work in a high school
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Earth Science class, where I was taking a Cooperative

Unison Reading Record of a group of students working

on a mathematical problem. The group was operating at

an optimal level of cooperation, working efficiently to

glean insights from the text, a New York State Regents

Earth Science exam. After the group had resolved a

question someone had posed about a procedure to

measure climate change, Jose commented, “We gotta be

in sync in everything!” stressing his recognition that the

group’s ability to synchronize their thinking enabled

them to resolve a pretty challenging problem that,

presumably, he realized he couldn’t have solved alone.

Later in the session he noticed how one of his classmates

had been able to solve another problem, and commented,

“You gotta put me on to what you did!”

If you had access to the CUR records of groups in

which Jose has been a participant, not only in his Earth

Science class, but also in his Global History, Reading,

Geometry, and Sustainable Building Technology classes

over the course of the school year, you would have a

picture in a kind of fast-frame photography presentation

of the moves he made in relation to others to become the

kind of thinker he is today. The scores on the state Earth

Science, Geometry, Global History and English exams

could be understood, in part, by these moves.

Jose’s behavioral and emotional self-regulatory

capacities demonstrated within the Cooperative Unison

Reading group enabled him to take initiative to

successfully participate. These capacities are processes of

shared intentionality of the kind that enable successful

achievement of the group tasks. From an assessment

standpoint, any attempt to analyze or evaluate Jose’s

socio-cognitive capacities in a manner decontextualized

from the contexts that cause them to be recruited, such as
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the Cooperative Unison Reading session reported, would

simply prevent them from finding expression. Socio-

cognitive capacities, such as those demonstrated by Jose,

are awakened through one’s sense of commitment to

group activity; and from the kinds of cooperative

demands that are their raison d’être in the first place

merely renders assessment of these capacities invalid.
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CHAPTER 3

COGNITIVECOGNITIVE BASEDBASED ASSESSMENTASSESSMENT
FORFOR LEARNINGLEARNING (CBAL),(CBAL),

S
ummary description by Kai Gordon

Cognitive Based Assessment (CBAL), developed

by Randy Bennett, of Educational Testing Service,

was created to address the need for a model of education

that integrates cognitive-domain theory, formative

assessments, and professional support among educators

in a way that improves upon current teaching and

learning methods. Furthermore, it also sets out to satisfy

the need for summative assessments that can accurately

and efficiently benchmark the progress of students while

simultaneously utilizing them to assist in the evaluation

and correction of student proficiencies. Of particular

note in this model is the idea that accountability systems,

in the form of summative assessments, can provide

information that is useful in formative assessments but

the reverse should not occur; “the formative system is for

learning, and if students and teachers are to feel

comfortable using it for that purpose, they will need to try

out problem solutions—and engage in instructional

activities—without feeling they are being constantly

judged.” (Bennett, 2008, p.12)

The model challenges the standard practice of



emphasizing the development of skills to lead up to

conceptual understanding, suggesting instead that

conceptual understanding can facilitate the development

of skills through metacognitive awareness, allowing for

the acquisition of skills without explicitly teaching them.
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CHAPTER 4

CURRICULUM-BASEDCURRICULUM-BASED
MEASUREMENTMEASUREMENT (CBM),(CBM),

S
ummary description by Kai Gordon

Curriculum-Based-Measurement (CBM) is a

form of progress monitoring, an alternative to

traditional assessments that focuses on monitoring a

student’s academic development in a manner that

provides a frame for teachers to “estimate rates of

development, identify students who are not

demonstrating adequate progress and therefore require

additional or alternative forms of instruction; and/or

compare the efficacy of different forms of instruction and

thereby design more effective, individualized

instructional programs for problem learners.” (Fuchs &

Fuchs 2) Progress monitoring is conducted more

frequently than traditional assessments and can provide

teachers with feedback within a shorter period of time

and allows teachers to compare student achievement

within a classroom rather than on a national scale.

CBM is a distinctive form curriculum-based

assessment (CBA). Though “CBM meets the three

curriculum-based assessment requirements” (Fuchs &

Fuchs 3), it contains two additional properties that

distinguish it. CBM is typically conducted with “generic”



tests that draw from the year-long curriculum, as

opposed to teacher-developed assessments typically

prescribed in CBA. CBM is also “highly prescriptive and

standardized” and “provides teachers with a standardized

set of materials that has been researched to produce

meaningful and accurate information.” (Fuchs & Fuchs 3).

CBM is utilized to monitor student’s throughout the

school year. Students are given regular probes, CBM

tests, that are intended to provide teachers with

quantifiable results that they can use to evaluate a

student’s progress toward end-of-year goals. Multiple

probes are administered and probes are consistent in

which skills they seek to evaluate as well as their

difficulty. Student scores are graphed for teachers to

utilize in decision-making about their teaching methods

and instructional programs for each student.

CBM is conducted through a seven step process:

1. Determine the task that will be monitored in a

student over the academic year. The task should

be appropriate to the developmental level of the

student. The selected task should remain

constant throughout the school-year.

2. Determine the level of the material for the

student. The difficulty of the CBM material

should be appropriate to the student’s grade-

level, but lower grade material may need to be

utilized if a student is delayed. In this step, a

specific evaluation process may be required to

determine the level of difficulty a student should

be evaluated at for the school year.

3. CBM tasks are administered and scored in

accordance with specific methods and criteria

for each school-subject.

4. CBM score are graphed. Each individual student
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is placed on a graph, providing teachers with a

clear view of their “student’s progress,

monitoring the appropriateness of the student’s

goals, judging the adequacy of the student’s

progress, and comparing and contrasting

successful and unsuccessful instructional aspects

of the student’s program.” (Fuchs & Fuchs 30)

The graphs are intended to aid teachers in

setting realistic goals, and also give teachers

context for revising and improving instructional

programs. The process for creating these graphs

by hand can be found in this publication, but

teachers may alternatively utilize specific

software.

5. With CBM graphs, teachers determine an end-

of-year performance goal for a student and add

them to the graph as trend lines. Three options

are presented within the process. The first

option is a simple benchmark for student

achievement and requires 3 CBM data points.

The second option requires at least 8 CBM data

points and utilizes a student’s weekly rate of

improvement to determine their end-of-year

goal. The third option compares a student’s

average rate of weekly increase against national

norms to determine their end-of-year goal.

(Fuchs & Fuchs 33)

6. With CBM graphs and trend lines established,

additional graphs can be used “to evaluate

student progress and to formulate instructional

decisions.” (Fuchs & Fuchs 39) CBM provides

standard rules for making decisions regarding

the adequacy of a student’s progress, revising

goals, and revising instructional programs.
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7. Student errors during CBM probes can be

analyzed and recorded in a miscue analysis in

order to describe student strengths and

weaknesses. This analysis is intended to provide

teachers with a method of identifying trends in

student mistakes so that they will be informed

when intervening in a student’s academic

development.
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CHAPTER 5

DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENTALAL POTENTIALPOTENTIAL OFOF
PRESCHOOLPRESCHOOL CHILDREN,CHILDREN,

S
ummary description by Kai Gordon

Haeusserman’s Educational Evaluation is a

model of education that can provide teachers and

students with a useful summary of an individual student’s

potential for academic development and the obstacles to

their education as indicated by their level of mental

development in several key areas. It is generated through

an “interview” process whereupon the student is given a

wide array of tasks to complete. By observing their

performance, solutions, and problem solving process, an

Interviewer can observe and evaluate where a student

excels and where they appear to display deficiencies; by

the end of the interview, the Interviewer ideally has

observed the student’s performance in a large enough

variety of tasks that the nature of of their deficiency is

described fully enough that an educator can devise a way

to address this deficiency and help a student better realize

her/his academic potential (Haeusserman,1958).

The Educational Evaluation was devised primarily as

a way to address the educational needs of students

suffering from mental and/or physical disabilities. It

accomplishes this by shifting the focus away from the



mere observation of failure or success that can be

garnered from a standardized test and instead

emphasizes the importance of understanding the process

in which a student arrives at their solution and seeks to

find the areas of impairment that are the cause of failure

(Haeusserman,1958). Haeusserman asserts that the model

has been successfully utilized on school children without

any disabilities, but this is not the focus of her work.

A large part of this text explores the historical context

surrounding the education of disabled children as well as

the sort of accommodations and qualifications necessary

in conducting her model, and the unique qualifications

necessary for the conduction of the Interview.

The Interview is a specifically structured series of

tasks to be undertaken by the student under the

observation of a sufficiently qualified individual.

Students are directed to complete a series of tasks,

organized such that they reflect the normal sequence of

mental development in children. As the child completes

assigned tasks, the Interviewer observes process and

results, evaluating the child’s level of development in

several areas and exploring any apparent impairment and

the way in which it manifests itself. The examiner/

interviewer is less focussed on the verticality of the

responses than on the correlates and contexts of the

performances–the how of the achievement. At the end of

the interview process, which may take several sessions

to complete, the Interviewer will have gathered enough

information regarding the children’s development and

performance to generate a descriptive evaluation of the

child’s learning patterns and areas of deficiency. This

evaluation can be used to guide an educator in

formulating an effective approach to the child’s

education.
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CHAPTER 6

DYNAMICDYNAMIC PEDAPEDAGOGYGOGY,,

S
ummary description by Priya Gunaseharan

Dr. Eleanor Armour-Thomas and Dr. Edmund

W. Gordon’s Dynamic Pedagogy model establishes

a dialectical relationship among three components of

education in the interest of learning: Instruction,

Curriculum and Assessment. The third leg of

interdependent parts of a triangle, “Dynamic

Assessment,” consists of assessment practices before and

throughout instruction for the sake of identifying

students’ understanding of material and subsequently

meeting them where they are in order to move their

learning in the right direction. The Dynamic Pedagogy

framework encourages the use of online probes prior to a

lesson to perform pre-assessments that gather students’

“prior knowledge related to expected new learning” or

assess students’ preparedness for the material to be

taught. Additionally, the Dynamic Pedagogy framework

informs the types of questions and responses for teachers

to use in the context of classroom discourse to facilitate

optimal learning. Having assessed for prior knowledge,

teachers engage students with instruction—questioning

and activities—all with respect to identifying and

developing the following abilities that Armour-Thomas



and Gordon have made priorities for student learning:

1) building on previous learning to construct new

knowledge and skills, 2) consolidation of knowledge and

performing related tasks with automaticity, and 3)

transfer of learning to other contexts.

When student responses reveal learning as desired,

teachers provide immediate positive reinforcement:

repetition, rephrasing, compliments and/or elaboration

and/or questions that encourage metacognitive thinking

about how the answer was reached. When student

responses reveal misunderstanding, teachers are able to

follow up with corrected statements or changes in

instruction and/or curriculum. By integrating Dynamic

Assessment practices prior to and during classroom time,

instruction and curriculum can be adapted in a more

timely fashion to meet the needs of students and ensure

learning abilities that are priorities are fully engaged.
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Income Backgrounds. (Paper presented at the American

Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, San

Francisco, CA.)
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CHAPTER 7

FINDINGFINDING STUDENTSSTUDENTS AATT-RISK-RISK
FORFOR LEARNINGLEARNING PROBLEMS,PROBLEMS,

S
ummary description by Jim Wright

Schools can screen all students with brief

academic measures to identify those students who

are experiencing skill deficits in content areas. Providing

intervention when a student is just beginning to display

academic delays is more likely to be effective and is

typically less costly than attempting to intervene when a

student’s problems have spiraled into full-blown crisis.

The purpose of school-wide screening, therefore, is to

allow buildings to proactively flag struggling students at

an early point and match them to appropriate

interventions.

Schools should remember that whole-group

screening results are often not sufficient to map out

completely what a specific student’s skill deficits might

be—nor are they designed to do so. Rather, screenings

help schools to single out quickly and with the minimum

required investment of resources those students who

need more intervention assistance. Some students picked

up in a screening will require additional, detailed follow-

up “instructional assessment” (Hosp, 2008) in order to



better understand their learning needs and select

appropriate interventions.

There are three general steps to implementing a

school-wide screening program (Stewart & Silberglit,

2008).

1. First, the school must decide on the range of

measures or sources of data that will be used to

screen their student population.

2. Next, the school must line up the required

resources to conduct the screening. This step

includes scheduling time for screening measures

to be administered and finding personnel to

administer, score, and interprets the results of

those measures.

3. Finally, the school must build a process for

communicating the screening results to

classroom teachers and other interventionists

and for using the screening data to identify

students who need supplemental (Tier 2 or 3)

interventions.

A series of brief, timed academic assessments known as

Curriculum-Based Measurement (CBM) have been

developed that can assess student performance in basic

academic skills. CBM assessments share a number of

qualities that make them very useful as RTI academic

screening tools (Hosp, Hosp, & Howell, 2007). CBM

measures are efficient to administer, align with the

curriculum; have ‘technical adequacy’ as measurements;

use standard procedures to prepare materials, administer,

and score; and provide objective, observable, ‘low

inference’ information about student performance. CBM

measures are also criterion-referenced, allowing schools
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to set specific decision rules to interpret student data and

make appropriate instructional decisions.

Schools can use screening data efficiently to identify

those students who are experiencing problems with

academic performance, behavior, and attendance.

Providing intervention in the beginning stages of middle

or high school student’s academic or behavioral problems

is more likely to be effective and is typically less costly

than attempting to intervene when a student’s problems

have spiraled into full-blown crisis. The purpose of

school-wide screening, therefore, is to allow buildings to

proactively flag struggling students at an early point and

match them to appropriate

Interventions.

Schools should remember that whole-group

screening results are often not sufficient to map out

completely what a specific student’s skill deficits might

be—nor are they designed to do so. Rather, screenings

help schools to single out quickly and with the minimum

required investment of resources those students who

need more intervention assistance. Some students picked

up in a screening will require additional, detailed follow-

up “instructional assessment” (Hosp, 2008) in order to

better understand their learning needs and select

appropriate interventions.

There are three general steps to implementing a

school-wide screening program in a middle or high

school:

1. First, the school must decide on the range of

measures or sources of data that will be used to

screen their student population.

2. Next, the school must line up the required

resources to conduct the screening. This step

includes scheduling time for screening measures
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to be administered and finding personnel to

administer, score, and interprets the results of

those measures.

3. Finally, the school must build a process for

communicating the screening results to

classroom teachers and other interventionists

and for using the screening data to identify

students who need supplemental (Tier 2 or 3)

interventions

Schools can make use of several possible types of

screening data: existing data on grades, behavior, and

attendance; Curriculum-Based Measurement to track

basic academic skills; and computerized adaptive

measures that help to determine appropriate

instructional placement. Those types of screening data

are described in greater detail below:

• Existing data. Schools collect data on student

academic performance (grades), behavior (office

disciplinary referrals), and attendance (daily

attendance report). Measures of grades,

behavior, and attendance have been found to

predict student drop-out status as early as grade

6 (Balfanz, Herzog, & MacIver, 2007). Existing

data (sometimes called ‘archival’ or ‘extant’ data)

requires limited effort to access

(Chafouleas,‘How RTI Works’ Series © 2010 Jim

Wright www.interventioncentral.org 12 Riley-

Tillman & Sugai, 2007) — because it has already

been collected—and can be used proactively to

find those students who are experiencing

problems in school (Steward & Silberglit, 2008).

Use of existing data would be appropriate across

all middle and high school grades. See form A,
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Existing Data: Creating a Screening Plan for

Your Middle or High School, that is structured

to help schools to incorporate existing data into

their screening plan.

Existing data screening example. A high school monitors

its teacher grade reports every five weeks. Students

failing at least one course are discussed at weekly

instructional team meetings to brainstorm additional

Tier 1 ( classroom intervention) ideas. Those students

are also considered for possible supplemental reading or

writing lab (Tier 2) support. Students failing two or more

courses are flagged and referred to the building RTI

Problem-Solving Team for a comprehensive Tier 3

intervention plan

• Curriculum-Based Measurement (CBM). A

series of brief, timed academic tools known as

Curriculum-Based Measurement (CBM) have

been developed that can assess student mastery

of academic skills (Hosp, Hosp, & Howell, 2007).

The most widely used types of CBM in middle

and high schools are Oral Reading Fluency,

Maze (Reading Comprehension), Writing, Math

Computation, and Math Concepts &

Applications. Schools should give some thought

to matching CBMs as screening tools to the

demographics of their student populations

(Stewart & Silberglit, 2008). A middle school

with large numbers of high-performing students,

for example, may decide not to screen its 7th

grade for the basic academic skill of reading

fluency. However, a high school with many

students whose reading skills are below grade

level may choose to screen its 9th grade for
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reading fluency. Review form B, CBM: ‘RTI-

Ready’ Curriculum-Based Measures for Middle

and High Schools, to browse different CBM

options suitable to secondary schools, with

Internet sources for obtaining these assessment

materials.

CBM screening example. A middle school (grades 5-8)

decided to use DIBELS Oral Reading Fluency (ORF)

CBM probes to screen its 5th and 6th grades three times

per year–both to evaluate the quality of its core literacy

program and to identify students who need supplemental

(Tier 2) reading fluency intervention. After using the ORF

probes for one year, the school decided not to extend

their use to screen grades 7 and 8, because by the spring

screening date in grade 6 the great majority of students

were found to be at low risk for reading fluency

problems.

• Computerized Adaptive Measures. In many

middle and high schools, the majority of

students have attained fluency in basic academic

skills and now face the challenges of a more

demanding, advanced instructional curriculum.

One solution for schools is to administer

adaptive computer assessments that evaluate

student curriculum knowledge. Such measures

can fill an information gap as students move

beyond acquisition of basic academic skills and

move into higher level vocabulary, concepts, text

interpretation, applied problem-solving and

specialized knowledge. Look at form C, Adaptive

Computerized Assessments for Middle and High

Schools: Example, to learn more about one type
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of computerized academic screening tool, the

Measures of Academic Progress (MAP).

Computerized adaptive measures screening example. A

district housed its combined middle (grades 6-8) and

high schools in one building. In addition to other sources

of screening information, the school selected a

computerized adaptive measure to assess general student

academic-curriculum skills in reading and mathematics

through the end of grade 10. This information was used

to verify the effectiveness of the school’s English

Language Arts and Mathematics instruction, as well as to

flag the handful of students needing additional

supplemental (Tier 2 or 3) intervention support.
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CHAPTER 8

LEARNINGLEARNING CULCULTURES©TURES©
ASSESSMENTS,ASSESSMENTS,

S
ummary description by Cynthia McCallister,

Ed.D.

The Learning Cultures© educational model is a

comprehensive K-12 approach to the re-organization of

classroom activity systems in ways that integrate

assessment with learning and teaching. The procedures

for activity systems are specified in assessment protocols,

known as Rubrics, that specify the rules and routines that

should be adhered to in order to ensure learners have

sufficient opportunity to learn target competencies.

Rubrics outline the details of activity formats for Lessons,

Work Time, Writing Conferences and Learning

Conferences; Responsibility Teams, Cooperative Unison

Reading©, Writing Share and Content Share. Rubrics for

the Classroom Environment and Social Norms specify

optimal conditions for learning in these domains. When

the formats are implemented with high fidelity according

to rubric criteria, responsibility for learning is distributed

from the teacher to the learner, providing students with

high levels of independence and autonomy, which in turn

support self-regulation to social processes that bring

about higher-order thinking. The formats also provide



ample opportunity to cooperate with and learn from

peers.

In addition to the rubrics, curriculum-embedded

assessments tailored to socio-cognitive processes that

support the achievement of intellective competencies that

contribute to learning within each of the formats have

been developed to be used by both students and teachers

in ways that inform learning pathways and provide

information that is used to improve learning and

teaching. These assessments include the Cooperative

Unison Reading Record, Learning Conference Record,

Writing Conference Record, C-DEEP (a peer-to-peer

social-emotional assessment covering the domains of

cooperation, discipline, effort, empathy, emotional self-

regulation, and persistence) and a Workout Plan, which

learners use to make short- and long-term goals and self-

assess progress.

Learning Cultures provides conditions that result in a

dialectial relationship between assessment, learning and

teaching. Teachers are guides and tutors to these

learning persons and assessment is integrated into the

teaching and learning transactions, monitoring these

transactions, informing them, and serving as instruments

of instruction. In de-centering the focus of education

away from transmission-oriented instruction and re-

centering on assessment-informed, student-initiated

learning, Learning Cultures system involves students in

the active leadership of their learning.
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CHAPTER 9

NANATIONALTIONAL ASSESSMENTASSESSMENT OFOF
EDUCAEDUCATIONALTIONAL PROGRESSPROGRESS

(NAEP),(NAEP),

S
ummary description by Priya Gunaseharan

National Assessment of Educational Progress

(NAEP) is an ongoing survey of a nationally

representative sample of U.S. students from which

conclusions with respect to educational progress on

district, state and national levels are made. Many of the

frameworks used for NAEP test development in the

various disciplines are made available online to the

public, revealing the rigorous designs and methodologies

behind each. For multiple choice and short answer item

development on the science assessment, for example, an

underlying framework pairs specific content areas with

“science practices” —ways that the content knowledge

can be used. At the intersection of each “science content”

area and “science practice” is a “performance

expectation,” which “describe[s] in observable terms what

students are expected to know and do on the assessment”

(National Assessment Governing Board, 12). As student

responses vary from the expectation previously derived

in the framework, judgements are made about what a

student knows and/or can do.



It is acknowledged that time and resource constraints

prevent NAEP from measuring some important

educational outcomes to a great extent. For example, the

NAEP science framework acknowledges “habits of mind,

sustained inquiry and collaborative research” (8) as

competencies that NAEP is unable to capture to an extent

proportional to their value in the science professions. In

other words, some skills, although strongly valued by

professionals in the disciplines, are disproportionately

represented in the framework and assessment.

Nevertheless, there are various tools provided online to

help professionals, such as policy-makers and educators,

analyze performance data to inform their own decision-

making. For example, “item maps” provide descriptions

of “knowledge and skills needed to respond successfully

to [assessment items]” (National Center for Education

Statistics).
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CHAPTER 10

RUNNINGRUNNING RECORDS,RECORDS,

S
ummary description by Kai Gordon

A Running Record is a method of assessment

designed to assist in addressing reading difficulties

in a student and to aid teachers in the selection of texts for

future instruction. The method begins with an

observation of the student’s reading process. The teacher

should record the student’s actions and statements as they

move through a selected text. These observations can be

used to gather information on what the student already

knows and identify what they may have overlooked,

allowing for a description of how the student works on a

text.

The method provides specific prompting questions to

aid teachers in the analysis of their observations,

primarily focusing on the student’s proficiency in the

three reading cue systems. A basic mathematical formula

is also provided in order to tally a student’s reading

performance in a manner that allows the method to

inform future instruction.

Once a running record has been taken, an appropriate

text may be selected toward the purpose of assessment.

A student may be observed while reading the text and

then engaged in a conversation about their reading



comprehension using a provided rubric. The rubric

provides several questions that allow a teacher to

quantify the student’s performance and assess whether

they have been successful with the selected text or if they

should proceed to a less difficult text.
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CHAPTER 11

STEALSTEALTHTH ASSESSMENTASSESSMENT,,

S
ummary description by Priya Gunaseharan

One alternative model for assessment comes

out of the relatively modest research on

unobtrusive evaluation (Webb, 2000). Valerie Shute is an

investigator who has built this concern into her body of

research focusing primarily on epistemic games as a

context fit for the development and assessment of certain

21st century competencies. Already native to gaming are

manifestations of formative assessment in the form of

explicit feedback given to the player regarding their

progress in the game—health status, rank or inventory of

goods, for example (Shute, 2016, p.24). Flying the banner

of “Stealth Assessment,” Shute makes use of procedures

for distilling from streams of data produced throughout

gameplay the targets of measurement she is concerned

with—the development of complex skills needed to

succeed in the real world today (Shute, 2016, p.106).

Those targets of measurement, including collaboration,

critical thinking, systems thinking, problem solving etc.

are drawn upon in game play. Therefore, in contrast to

pre- and post-game test designs that can measure

acquisition of content knowledge, stealth assessment is

embedded into game-play in order to capture, in-situ,



“dynamic, complex performances that inform twenty-

first-century competencies,” (Shute, 2016, p.18) shifting

the focus of measurement from products to processes.

Stealth assessment uses Mislevy, Steinberg and

Almond’s Evidence-Centered Design (ECD), as a basis

for discovering statistical relationships among a learner’s

actions during gameplay and the competencies that are

being engaged as well as developed in a particular game.

Mislevy et. al. offer “competency,” “evidence,” and “task”

models as categories for the collections of data needing

to be identified per game to make differential inferences

about these types of capacities. The competency model

represents “knowledge, skills, and attributes (KSAs)” that

are targets of assessment in theory; the evidence model

[identifies] what the student does that can provide

evidence about those KSAs, and the task model

represents tasks or situations in the game that elicit the

behaviors that are believed to reveal competency.

Throughout game-play, a unique “student model” is

generated in real-time for each student based on the

analysis of her performance in relation to competency

and task variables. The student model is effectively a

probability expression of the learner’s competence at the

present (for more on the topic, see Mislevy & Haertel,

2006; Mislevy, Almond, & Lukas, 2004; Mislevy,

Steinberg, & Almond, 2003). Teachers can review

student models, and use that information as the basis for

altering instruction or providing formative feedback. In

cases where a metric of the high-level competency being

measured is shown on the user-interface, the student is

given the opportunity to move into metacognitive

processing while gaming. “Viewing their current

competency levels and the underlying evidence gives
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students greater awareness of personal attributes” (Shute,

2011, p. 519).
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CHAPTER 12

STRUCTURESTRUCTURE OFOF INTELLECTINTELLECT
(SOI),(SOI),

S
ummary description by Priya Gunaseharan

Drawing upon her extensive research as a

cognitive science scholar, Meeker advocated for

and developed procedures and instrumentation for the

guidance of teachers in the interpretation of standardized

tests data to inform teaching and learning interventions.

Teachers were encouraged to apply Meeker’s Templates

to sheets from test booklets and data sheets to guide the

distillation of insight into the specific underlying mental

abilities and processes called upon by the test items or

implied by the respondent’s answer. The assumption is

that teachers may not know what actual learner abilities

are anticipated by the test designer. Without “teaching to

the test,” teaching and learning persons are cued with

respect to the kinds of abilities and competencies

demanded by the tests, thus enabling more underlying

abilities—targeted preparation rather than specific test

item study.

Mary Meeker’s development of procedures for the

differential analysis of students’ performance on IQ tests

resulted from her studies of Guilford’s Structure of

Intellect factor analytic theory of intelligence. Guilford



distinguished 120 “factors,” which Meeker will refer to as

“learning abilities,” by 3-letter designations representing

1) the type of “operation” used, 2) the “content” involved,

and 3) the type of “product” that results. In the section

of her dissertation on Factor Analytic Theories of

Intelligence, Arnold (2008) explicates two examples of

Guilford’s differentiated factors, “CFU” and “CFT,”

according to Meeker’s translations (Arnold makes

reference to an image she provides of Guilford’s

Structure of Intellect Model):

One example of a SOI ability in Figure 1 is

represented by the three-letter symbol CFU (cognition

of figural units) which means the ability to scan

horizontally. When applied to learning, CFU is “the visual

requisite for reading and closing letters into words that

are meaningful” (R. Meeker, 1996, p. 50). Another

example, not specifically denoted on Figure 1, would be

CFT (comprehension of figural transformations) defined

as “the ability to see space perspectives” (R. Meeker, 1996,

p. 50). CFT is applied to learning in geometry and algebra.

(p. 35)

Arnold makes use of Mary Meeker’s major

contribution to the field of educational psychology: her

translations of Guilford’s intelligence model into

laymen’s terms is relevant to guiding teachers’

interventions in the classroom (Meeker, 1969). Meeker’s

“templates” refer to the physical paper forms she

developed “that translated the protocols of the Stanford-

Binet and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children

(WISC) into Structure of the Intellect terms” (Arnold,

2008, p. 42). In her chapter on “Interpret[ing] SOI,”

Meeker refers to her hopes that there is value in using

instruments with high validity, reliability as foundation

for mapping SOI’s structures at her time of research. At
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the same time, she saw the need for IQ tests to be “rooted

in a stable model or theory of intelligence” (113). Meeker

mapped out a standard procedure for assigning each test

item to one or more SI factors, arriving at “a tree of

questions which, by the direction of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ answers,

automatically leads [to the appropriate cell of the 120

possibilities]” (Meeker, 1969, p.113). The primary

product of following the directions of her templates is

a profile of the student’s strengths and weaknesses

applicable to curriculum planning and assessment.

Meeker established that certain intellectual abilities

within the SI Model of human intelligence were closely

related to learning reading, arithmetic, higher math, and

creativity; she subsequently developed the SOI-Learning

Abilities Test. “The test is composed of 26 subtests that

measure the 24 abilities that relate to basic learning”

(Arnold, 2008, p.43).

Meeker had the futurist insight that “the mapping

procedure [she devised] for assigning [IQ] test items to the

SOI” was translatable to a computer program (Meeker,

1969, p.112-113). Indeed, “over the past twenty-five

years, SOI Systems has had success dealing with learning

difficulties by utilizing a diagnostic and treatment

protocol that encompasses learning abilities, sensory-

motor integration, and perceptual skills,” (Paper, R.

Meeker, 1999) SOI Systems are still very much following

suit with Guilford’s (1985), suggestion that “intelligence

should be defined as a systematic collection of

abilities…for processing information of different kinds in

various forms” (p.231).

Figure 1. The Structure of Intellect Model
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CHAPTER 13

WIDEWIDE RANGERANGE AACHIEVEMENTCHIEVEMENT
TESTTEST (WRA(WRAT),T),

S
ummary description by Priya Gunaseharan

The Wide Range Achievement Test was

originally designed in the early 20th century as an

unpublished tool to supplement the cognitive

performance measures of the Wechsler-Bellevue Scales

with an assessment of “the basic academic codes in

addition to cognitive processes.” (Wilkinson, 2013, p.4)

On its own, WRAT continues to be used as “a norm-

referenced measure of basic academic skills–specifically

in reading, spelling, and mathematical calculations” (Dell,

Test Review’s Abstract). Since its first 1946 published

version, notable changes include the addition of a subtest

(Sentence Comprehension) to the measure of reading

achievement and the extension of age- and grade-based

norms to include more people. However, “special care

was taken to preserve in the WRAT4 those features that

made earlier editions so popular with users—ease of

administration and scoring, as well as the significant

amount of information gained from a relatively brief

investment of testing time” (Wilkinson, 2013, 8). At the

present, four total subtests measure basic, foundational

skills in the following areas: Word Reading, Sentence



Comprehension, Spelling, and Math Computation. As the

manual notes, “less precision in measurement is available

for older and well-performing individuals due to the

test’s focus on basic skills” (Wilkinson, 2006)

The limitations of the test are reflected in its original

purpose. It can “assist in the formal identification and

diagnosis when used together with a broad array of

comprehensive information,” and “results by themselves

are not intended to provide formal identification of

learning or cognitive disorders” (Wilkinson, 2013, 55).

The

authors of WRAT in its fourth edition claim its

usefulness extends across professionals conducting

pretest and posttests to collect data on basic academic

skills, screening for more academic problems requiring

more thorough evaluation and/or “reevaluating

individuals diagnosed with learning and/or cognitive

disorders.” (2006) As Witt puts it in his 1986 test review,

the WRAT more or less provides a “quick and dirty

assessment of achievement” (89).
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PART

LEARNER.UNIVERSITY:
A LEARNING

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM FOR

LEARNING
CULTURES

This powerpoint summarizes the proposal for an

initiative to develop a learning management system for

a system of assessments for learning and teaching, called

Learner.University.

Learner.University Pitch Deck
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